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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
g  B. HORNING, M. D.,
Practising Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Telephone in office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
M. T. WEBER, M. » .,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Honrs : Until 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.
QHARLES T. HAINES, M D.,
(Successor to Dr. E. A. Krusen,)
- OOLLEGEYILLE, PA.
Office Hours: Until 9.30 a. m.; 1 to 2 p. m. 
and 6 to 8 p. m. Both ’Phones.
j  H. HAMER, M. D.,
Homeopathic Physician.
OOLLEGEYILLE, P A. Office Hours: Until 
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to ear, nose and tnroat diseases. 23au.
g  A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
409 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Hours, 8 to 9 Telephones, Bell 301-x
2 to 8 Keystone 159
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
HARVEN E. SHOMO,Attorney-at- Law





ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
805 Swede St., Norristown, Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones. 5-15.
MAVNE R. LON GST RET H
Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croaer Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
Attorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th 






823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA-
At residence, Limerick, ever; evening. 
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27. •
rpHOMAS HALLMAN,
Attorney-at- Law,
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will he at his branch office in Odd Fellows’ 
Building, Colleoeville, P a., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5. 
1-25.
JOHN S. HUNSICKER,
Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at­
tended to. Charges reasonable.
^RTHUR G. ASH,
Justice of the Peace,Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
loaned. 8-16
jQR. FRANK BRANDRETH, 
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSPORD, FA. Practical Dentistry at 
honest prioes.
JjK. 8. I). CORNISH,
DENTIST, 4
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
Th e  k r y p t o k  “in v is ib l e ” bifocal  lens.
Nothing has stirred the optical world Uke the 
Advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They 
are made without oement. They are perfect. 
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
A. B. PARKER, Optician, 
De k a l b  s t r e e t , N o r r is t o w n .
P  s. KOONS,
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
Slater and Roofer,
£ ¡5  dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
♦Jo*1!8*. ®tc. Estimates furnished. Work con­
tracted at lowest prices. lloet
1?1>WARI> DAVID
A* P n in t iai ter and
Paper-Hanger,





Second Door Above Railroad.









Prompt and &ccuTate-ln building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 5-23
HAVE YOU
HEADACHE-
L e tte r s  B lu r ?
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
310 H ig h  ¡S treet, P o tts to w n , P a .
jyjr N. BARNDT,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FOR A L L  K IN D S  OF
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING* CONCRETING, ETC Esti­
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar­





Plans aod specifications carefully prepared. 
Patronage solicited. 2-7.
J J  S. G. FINK BINER,
Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
JOHN J. RADCLIFF,
Painter and Paper Hanger
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. 
Your patronage solicited.
THE COAL SACK IN THE SKY.
It Is Visible Because It Contains Noth­
ing That Is Visible.
Immediately below the lower stars 
of the group which forms the Southern 
Cross there Is a black patch in the sky, 
dark, sack shaped and mysterious. 
Scientifically accurate astronomers ex­
plain that It Is not a patch, but rather 
something which becomes risible by 
reason of the anomaly that It contains 
nothing that is visible.
The lay mind, preferring bald reality 
to abstract truth, is somewhat startled 
to learn that an object is seen because 
there is nothing in it to see, but no one 
can dispute the fact. The coal sack is 
visible because it contains nothing that 
is visible.
In other words, it is a vast hole in 
the stellar system in which there is not 
even a pinch of stellar dust to shed a 
flicker of luminosity. I t is typically 
and absolutely the quintessence of 
blackness. .
Because it is so, and in contradiction 
of all preconceived notions, the human 
eye can see it without the aid of a 
telescope or other instrument.
Between the stars of the Milky Way 
there are many little holes in the stel­
lar system—little by comparison, that 
is to say—but one must have telescopes 
and patience to find them. One need 
only cross the line to the southern 
hemisphere and locate the Southern 
Cross in order to see the coal sack.
With the wealth of legendary tale 
and fable woven around the northern 
stars by the highly gifted races gaz­
ing on them through the ages that are 
gone one is tempted to speculate what 
tales would not have been constructed 
around that fathomless mystery had it 
appeared north instead of south of the 
equator.
When it rouses the poetical impulse 
within the brain of aboriginal Aus­
tralians, what might it not have done 
with the ancient Greeks or still more 
ancient Egyptians? But they were de­
nied it. The aboriginal uses It as he 
uses most things, in a topsy turvy fash­
ion. To him the world is a fiat plain 
crowned with a dome shaped roof.
When a man dies he has to go up to 
the roof and slowly journey over It 
until he can clamber down to the 
flat again and squeeze through, once 
more a man. The coal sack is the hole 
he goes through to get on to the roof, 
and to get up to it Is a very long climb.
The journey over the roof Is also 
very long, and it is hard to squeeze 
through when he reaches the flat again. 
So Ions does i t  take that by the time a
man h a s ' completed the journey not 
only his hair, hut his skin, has grown 
white with age.
Wherefore the black fellow who has 
made the journey rejoins his tribe as a 
white fellow. Thus it was that when 
the white man first came to the land 
the aborigines regarded him as a long 
lost comrade.—Macmillan’s Magazine.
Biggest of All Animals.
The sulphur bottom-^or blue whale, as 
It Is better called by the Norwegians— 
is not only the largest living animal, 
but the largest that has ever lived, 
reaching a length of eighty feet or 
very rarely a little more. Whales grow 
much larger than this in books and 
newspapers, but in actual life not one 
in a dozen even of this species attains 
a length of eighty feet. The popular 
idea of a whale is that it is a clumsy 
animal, but, as shown by models, it 
has the graceful lines of a yacht. The 
total weight of a whale is about sixty 
tons, and unusually large and fat indi­
viduals must reach at least sixty-five 
tons. The largest animal of the past 
so far discovered is the great Dinosaur 
brontosaurus, and this big reptile 
weighed about thirty-eight tons.—Mu­
seum News.
NEGLECTED BAYBERRIES.
Time Was When the Crop Was Eager­
ly Harvested.
Years ago when the first frosts had 
come Connecticut people went out to 
pick the bunches of bayberries to make 
the pale green wax candles which 
when burning gave out the aromatic 
smell of the leaves that the pickers 
crushed in pulling off.
We no longer pick bayberries for 
company candles for the winter time. 
Except a few romantic souls who gath­
er berries enough to make a candle or 
iwo for old memories, a few faddists 
who want to try to make bayberry can, 
dies by some discovery or other in a 
magazine and some stanch old New 
Englanders who love to get out in the 
pastures on a crisp fail day—these are 
all who gather the bayberries now.
Left to themselves, the clumps of 
bushes have spread out and in some 
cases overrun whole pastures.. In some 
parts of Connecticut the bushes have 
grown very tall.
In Branford, on the coast, there are 
almost bayberry trees, as many can be 
found growing along the highways ten 
feet tall and some even taller. These 
bayberries must be very old. You can- 
.not help wondering how many crops 
have been picked off them in years 
past
As early as 1717 the town records 
show that the gathering of bayberries 
on the highways and common was for­
bidden before Sept 15. A fine of 10 
shillings for each violation was the 
penalty. I t appears that the wax from 
the berries was used in making a 
blacking and a salve and that bayberry 
wax continued an article of trade in 
Branford down to the last fifty years.
Human nature being about the same 
one century to another, there was 
probably in 1717 a great complaining 
»f people who picked the berries “be­
fore they were half ripe” or “got up 
mornings before anybody else had a 
chance;” hence the regulation and the 
fine.
But what a breathless, hurried bay­
berry picking it must have been the 
morning of Sept 15!—Hartford Con- 
ran t
KEPT HER PROMISE.
She Wasn’t  Much of a Politician, but 
She Was Truthful.
Mrs. Eliot sighed so deeply as she 
took out her hatpins that her husband 
looked up from the evening paper. “I 
don’t  hejieve I’ve any bent for poli­
tics,” she said in response to his In­
quiring glance. “Every time there’s 
an election of officers of the club I  get 
Into some kind of mess, try as I may to 
avoid I t
“You see, Harry,” she continued con­
fidingly, “I don’t  really care a fig who 
is in office so long as I’m n o t I like 
all the members very well, and I’d as 
lief have one as another president or 
secretary or on committees.
“I have no favorites. I’m truly im­
partial. But that won’t  work. If you 
belong to a woman’s club you are forc­
ed to sweat and agonize over candi­
dates. You must be partisan or be out 
with both sides.
“You know Mrs. George has been 
president for four years, and every 
year Mrs. Tufts has tried to get Mrs. 
George out and herself in. About a 
week ago she came to me and said she 
was sure of the nomination If I would 
vote for her. Would I? I  thought It 
over and said I wonld, for I admire 
Mrs. Tufts Immensely, she is so lovely 
and charitable.
“Today, just before balloting, Edith 
Reynolds came to me and said I must 
vote for Mrs. George. Edith said I 
owed It to her—you know she helped 
me make over my blue foulard and 
canned all those peaches for me when 
cook burned her hand.
“Everybody wanted Mrs. George, 
Edith said, and If I voted for her she 
would get the nomination. I thought 
It over and said I  would vote for her.
I admire and respect her very much. 
She Is so witty and forcible when she 
presides, and she speaks French beau­
tifully, and I thought If everybody 
wanted her It was only proper that”— 
“Do you mean that you promised to 
vote for both?” interrupted Mr. E liot 
“Yes; I promised Mrs. Tufts, as I 
have just said, and I promised Edith 
because”—
“But you didn’t  actually vote for 
both.”
“Why, of course I did, Harry. I may 
not be much of a politician, but I was 
brought up to keep my word,” said 
Mrs. Eliot, with dignity.—Youth’s Com­
panion. -______________
QUEER BEQUESTS.
Odd Notions That Are Aired In Last 
Wills and Testaments.
Duchess Dudley, dying in 1655, left 
$500 per annum for the redemption of 
poor English Christian slaves from the 
hands of “the barbarous Turk,” and In 
the year 1725 Thomas Belton of Hox- 
ton proved his enmity toward his own 
kith and kin by cutting off his three 
sons and his brother Timothy with a 
shilling apiece, while he showed his 
sympathy for his distressed country­
men by leaving the bulk of his prop­
erty, about $125,000, In trust to the 
Ironmongers’ company. One-half of 
the interest of this large amount he di­
rected should be expended In ransom­
ing British subjects from slavery In 
Turkey or Barbary.
An old lady of Barton, Lincolnshire, 
being once benighted on the Lincoln­
shire wolds, was able to direct her 
steps by the sound of the curfew bell 
from St. Peter’s church. In grateful 
remembrance she conveyed a piece of 
land' of thirteen acres to the parish 
clerk and his successors on condition 
that they and he ring the bell from 7 
to 8 p. m. daily, Sunday excepted, from 
the carrying of the first load of barley 
until Shfove Tuesday. The'curfew  
bell is still rung in England in some 
places in accordance with old bequests.
Some persons had a curious predilec­
tion for their own names—a predilec­
tion which found vent occasionally in 
a puerile manner. Thus one Henry 
Green left his estates to his sister, 
with the proviso that she should'give 
four g^een vests lined with green gal­
loon to four poor men every Christmas, 
and his fellow townsman Gray direct­
ed that six “nobles” should be spent 
annually in providing six old women 
with vests of gray cloth and 40 shil­
lings in providing three old men with 
coats of the same material.—London
Ql/iho ____________ ___
Hard to Dodge.
Englishman (on Atlantic linen—Well, 
old chap, we’ll soon be engaged with 
those blarsted Yankee custom inspect­
ors. American — Yon bet! And remem­
ber. old man. that the United States 
expects every man to pay his duty!— 
Puck.
Most people aren’t so proud of being 
honest as ashamed of being poor.—New 
York Press.
STEEL PLANT PERILS.
Recklessness a Psychological Factor 
That Must Be Considered.
Recklessness is certainly a psycholog­
ical characteristic of men in steel 
plants. All tradition teaches them to 
be reckless. The very example of their 
superiors teaches them to be reckless. 
The assistant superintendent of the 
plant that the Illinois Steel company 
maintains a t Joliet stepped on an un­
protected gear and lost his leg just 
After he had warned his men not to 
be guilty of any such culpable negli­
gence of their own safety. I am will­
ing to admit the existence of culpable 
negligence altogether apart from the 
negligence of the company. And not 
only that, but I am also willing to give 
a specific illustration.
I was standing one day on the plat­
form of a blast furnace. All a t once, 
unexpectedly, I heard the four whistles 
that indicate danger. There was a 
“hang” In the furnace.’ The whirling, 
eddying mass of ore, coke and lime­
stone in the high interior of that fur­
nace had got caught somewhere, some­
how, and was refusing to come down. 
When it did come down there would 
be a crash and perhaps an explosion.
I ran and got behind a brick pillar. 
On coming Into the plant that morning 
I had signed a piece of paper, just the 
same kind of a piece of paper that ev­
ery visitor signs, saying that I would 
not hold the Illinois Steel company re­
sponsible for anything that might hap­
pen to me. I reflected that nobody 
would profit by my demise. But ob­
serve what the other men around that 
blast furnace did!
I  could see them as I peered out 
from behind my brick pillar. Those of 
them who were already in front of the 
furnace looked up at It with an expres­
sion of profound curiosity on their 
faces. Two other men who had been 
standing at the back of the furnace 
ran all the way round it and came out 
In fron t There they all stood hurling 
their mute interrogatories a t the crafty, 
reticent volcano that might neverthe­
less the next moment hurl forth an 
indignant answer a t their heads!—Ev­
erybody’s Magazine.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C., Dec. 19,1907.— 
The political kaleidoscope has 
shown some interesting figures this 
week the most prominent being the 
attitude assumed by Secretary 
Cortelyou and Governor Hughes. 
Afterthe announcement ofthePresi­
dent that he would not be a candi­
date for renomination there were a 
number of rather sensational stories 
as to the way in which Secretary 
Cortelyou had taken the President’s 
declaration. The Secretary was 
represented as being very much 
put out by the news from the white 
bouse and it even was intimated 
that there was a deep personal 
breach between him and the Presi­
dent that would lead to his speedy 
resignation. These stories were so 
circumstantial that Secretary Cor­
telyou came out in a specific dec­
laration declaring them absolute 
fakes and saying that he not only 
had no thought of the presidential 
nomination but that neither directly 
nor indirectly had he or any of his 
friends been working to secure dele­
gates to the National Convention.
The truth probably lies between 
the two extremes. It is pretty 
well understood that Secretary 
Cortelyou has considered himself as 
a serious-factor in the coming presi­
dential canvas and it is almost a 
certainty that some of his political 
friends, notably Assistant Post­
master General Hitchcock, have 
been canvassing for delegates. This 
could hardly be the case without 
the knowledge of Secretary Cortel­
you. At the same time Mr. Cortel­
you knows very weil that he will be 
a much more serious factor in the 
campaign of 1912 than that now 
approaching. His declaration that 
he has not been an active candidate 
does not put him out of the race and 
he probably will make a not too ob­
vious effort when the convention 
meets. To that extent Mr. Cortel­
you may be counted on as a factor.
The position of Governor Hughes 
has been pretty well defined in 
correspondence this week between 
him and Mr. Martin Saxe of New 
York. ■ Governor Hughes said in a 
letter to Mr. Saxe that he was not 
chasing the nomination, having 
found by experience as Governor of 
New York that a high executive 
position entailed an immense 
amount of work and responsibility 
such as no man need want unless 
directly called by public duty to 
assume the post. He intimated, 
however, that if there was such a 
call he was not going to dodge it. 
This leaves him in the position of 
being willing to accept the nomina­
tion but not being anxious enough 
to go out of his way to hustle for it. 
It is quite likely that in a man of 
Governor Hughes’ record aod per­
sonality, such an attitude will be 
the one most likely to attract public 
sentiment to him. Thus Governor 
Hughes and Secretary Cortelyou 
will have to be considered in con­
nection with the New Yorli delega­
tion. The contest between them, if 
there is a contest, will probably be 
friendly, very different from that 
between Secretary Taft and Senator 
Foraker in Ohio. In this connection 
it may be remarked that the Miss­
ouri state delegation has been in­
structed for Secretary Taft, the 
first of the state delegations to be 
thus secured.
Two interesting visitors at the 
White House this week were Lieut. 
Colonel Goethals, the Chief Engi­
neer of the Panama Canal and for­
mer Senator Joe Blackburn of the 
Canal Commission, Both are re­
turning to the United States on 
leave of absence, having spent 
eight and nine months respectively 
on the Isthmus. It has been the 
pronounced policy of the govern­
ment to give the higher officials on 
the Canal work a good long rest 
each year in consideration of their 
exacting duties and the trying 
climate of the Canal Zone. Lieut. 
Colonel Goethals said on reaching 
Washington that the canal work
was progressing very satisfactorily. 
There are over 30,000 men on the 
pay roll and would be more if the 
appropriation warranted their em­
ployment. There are more applica­
tions for jobs both skilled and un­
skilled than the Commission .can 
fill. The excavation work is proceed­
ing satisfactorily and is more than 
up with the estimates. Senator 
Blackburn was quite enthusiastic 
in praise of the Isthmus and its 
climate. He said he had not seen 
on an average one mosquito a month 
since he had been there and the 
whole sanitary situation on which 
the success of the work depended 
was most satisfactory.
Senator Culberson of Texas this 
week called up,his resolution for 
the investigation by Congress of the 
recent financial panic and its causes. 
It was rather an effort on the part 
of the Democrats to take snap judg­
ment and commit Congress to the 
investigation. There were few Re­
publicans in the Chamber when the 
resolution was called upandahurry 
call was sent through the corridors 
and cloak rooms by the majority 
leaders to bring back enough votes 
to prevent the resolution’s passage. 
This was successful and on motion 
of Senator Aldrich the resolution 
was referred to the finance commit­
tee. Senator Culberson said frankly 
that his chief object was to put the 
Senate on record before the public 
and show that the minority was 
earnest in its wish to have the mat­
ter acted upon. He exacted a pro­
mise from Senator Aldrich that the 
resolution should report back from 
finance committee. This promise 
was given, but it was shown very 
clearly that the attitude of the ma­
jority is hot favorable to the pass­
age of the resolution.
Senator Newlands this week ad­
dressed the Senate at considerable 
length on a bill which he was father­
ing for the improvement of internal 
waterways. The general trend of 
the bill is for an appropriation of 
not less than $50,000,000.00 annually 
for the next ten years to improve 
the waterways of the whole country. 
This is a subject that will be of in­
terest to almost every community, 
but particularly to the dwellers in 
the valleys of the Mississippi, the 
Ohio and Missouri. Senator New­
lands wishes to have the work un­
der the direction of the President, 
much after the manner of the Re­
clamation Service which is now 
carrying out the high irrigation 
projects of the far West.
CHANGING TINTS OF AUTUMN 
FOLIAGE.
The common idea regarding au­
tumn coloring is that frost causes 
the brilliant color of the leaves. 
This popular fallacy is without any 
foundation in fact; frost has abso­
lutely nothing to do with tinting of 
the leaves except that it hastens 
their fall. Autumn coloring is due 
to oxidation, which is caused by the 
action of light and heat, somewhat 
similar to the rust on iron. With 
leaves it is due to the fact that in 
fulfilling their mission they become 
choked by their own excretions, 
and the acids thus formed are acted 
on by the oxygen.
In extremely moist atmospheres 
the colors are not usually very 
bright, as in England, for example. 
And in very dry climates the leaves 
dry up suddenly, and their skin, 
which is very thick to prevent the 
escape of moisture, is not suffic­
iently transparent to allow of the 
color being seen beneath. In the 
regions where the autumn foliage is 
most vivid we find that an average 
season produces the finest colors. 
Neither a very dry nor a very wet 
summer and early autumn will re­
sult in much brilliancy.
The extraordinary range of colors 
in trees of a single species is very 
noticeable, particularly so with the 
sugar maples; and i t . is remarkable 
that an individual tree will continue 
the same colors year after year; not 
only that, but the same branch will 
show the first tinge of color year 
after year.—Retail Druggist.
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—Because Andrew Ruff, of Ply­
mouth, bad no money, two highway­
men, who held him up near his 
home, showed their disappointmeut 
by beating him badly.
Thursday, Dec. 26, ’07.
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church, 
Oaks, Perklomen, Audubon. The Bev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services : Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.46 a. m., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., 
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett 
pastor. Sabbath Sohool, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, 
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. at 7 p. m.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentlne, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 8. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are 
cordially Invited and weleome.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday 
School at 9 a.m . Preaching every Sunday at 
10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Catechetical class at 2 
p. in. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.46 
p. m. Bible Study meeting on Wednesday 
evening at 7.80 o’clock. All are most cordially 
Invited to attend the services
—Owing to the bad condition of 
the highways, Fred Schiek, of Per- 
kiomenville, is acting as a volunteer 
roadmaster, and spends his spare 
time breaking stone and filling up 
bad places.
—It took a jury 23 hours to agree 
to give Samuel Wills, an Upper 
Merion farmer, a verdict for $40 for 
injuries received when his wagon 
was struck by a Montgomery Trac­
tion Company car, in Norristown, 
in which he had a leg broken.
—A heifer, which escaped from 
J. P. Hillegass’barn, at Pennsburg, 
three months ago, and has since 
been roaming over the country, last 
week joined a herd of cattle at Red 
Hill, and was easily secured, fat 
and sleek.
A Card.
Mrs. Samuel Lachman and daugh­
ters wish to express through these 
columns their appreciation of the 
many beautiful flowers and kind 
acts of neighbors and friends dur- 
Mr. Lacbman’s illness and their 
kind assistance after his death.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Cburcb, 
Rev, George R. Riffert, pastor. Services in 
tbe various churches as follows; Trappe— 
Preaching, 10 a. m.; Sunday School, 2 p. m ; 
Limerick — Preaching at 7.46 p. m.; Sunday 
Sohool at 9 a. m.; C. E. at 7.16 p m. All 
people are heartily, invited to worship God 
with us.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia; 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 6.06 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.83 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.46,11.02a. m .,'3.22, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.30 
a. m.t 7.39 p. m.
Home and Abroad.
—A Merry Christmas
—And a Happy New Year
—To all the readers of the I nde­
pendent.
—May the season of festivity 
prove to be an especially joyous one 
for all the boys and girls, little and 
big.
—Christmas stories and reading 
matter appropriate to Yuletide on 
pages 4 and 5.
—The motive of the giver is the 
measure of the value of the gift.
—No individual can be really, 
happy without making an effort to 
increase the happiness of others.
—Your enemies are seldom as 
black as you paint them or your 
friends as white as they appear to 
be.—Chicago News.
—̂Occupying a small house by 
himself near Pottstown, Alexander 
Jackson was robbed of everything 
he owned excepting the clothes on 
his back.
—Because there are few visitors 
at this season, the guards a Valley 
Forge Park have been given a 
winter vacation.
—For 38 years Daniel W. Brower, 
of Phoenixville, has been treasurer 
of Phoenixville Lodge of Odd 
Fellows.
—Thieves got away with several 
suits of clothing and other valu­
ables at the residence of Michael 
Schanely at Fayleysville.
—Reading stockholders of tbe 
United States Graphite Company 
have raised $250 to help prosecute 
persons guilty of misusing their 
funds.
—When boys snowballed Justice 
William Longaker, of Conshohocken, ; 
he arrested them, took them to his 
office and dealt out a severe repri­
mand.
—Another heavy rainfall on Mon­
day, and the Perkiomen and other 
streams were much swollen.
—John H. Ruth has served con­
tinuously for 27 years as president 
of the Junior Fire Company of 
Reading.
—The store of Hyman Herman, of 
Norristown, was robbed of jewelry 
and cutlery.
-—For stealing a rain coat, Wil­
liam Turner, of Norristown, was 
sent to jail for a year by the court at 
Norristown, Monday.
—Clever thieves lowered a two- 
ton safe from the upper floor of a 
New York building in daytime and 
carted it away.
—While returning from Potts­
town to Stowe on Saturday night, 
Sanford Shoma alleges that he was 
held up, beaten and robbed by two 
highwaymen.
C hristm as a t St. Jam es’ Church, 
Evansburg.
Christmas morniDg prayer, Holy 
communion and sermon at 10 a. m. 
Sunday School Christmas service on 
Saturday evening at 7.30. The 
children will receive candy qnd 
oranges. Everybody welcome.
Death.
Mary A., widow of the late Abra­
ham K. Cassel, died Monday at the 
home of her daughter, Mrs. Mary 
Ann Freyer, 647 Kohn street, Nor­
ristown, aged 79 years, 10 months, 
and 25 days. The funeral will be 
held on Saturday. All services at 
the Salford Mennonite meeting 
house at 11 a. m.; undertaker J. L. 
Bechtel in charge.
Savsd Father and Mother 
From Death.
Miss Beatrice Pool, of Mont­
gomery avepue, Ardmore, saved 
her mother and father Mr. and Mrs. 
Sidney H. Pool, from being burned 
to death early Sunday morning in a 
fire which partially destroyed their 
home. She aroused them from their 
sleep, got them out of the bouse and 
then sent in an alarm.
Two Little Qlrls Fatally 
Burned.
When Jenny Stanley’s clothes ig­
nited from an overturned lampather 
home on Penn street, Norristown, 
Friday morning, little Margaret 
Wilson tried to aid her, and her 
own clothing ignited.' Both rushed 
crying into the street, where neigh­
bors rolled them in the snow. Terri­
bly burned, both girls have since 
at Charity Hospital.
Farm ers’ Week.
The program for Farmers’ Week, 
at The Pennsylvania State College, 
January 1st to 8th, 1908, shows 88 
lectures and practical exercises on 
crop growing, feeding, breeding, 
meat dressing, cattle judging, but­
ter making, ice cream making, 
poultry, cooking, forestry, and 
horticulture. The list of speakers 
includes 33 men and women whoare 
making a success of their work, 
scientific, or commercial, as the case 
may be.
Triplets Quite Alike.
“A trio of cheerfulness, a group 
of happiness and a bundle of smiles’’ 
is what the visitor encounters at 
the home of E. K. Swartley, station 
agent of the Reading Railway at 
Hatfield. The triplets referred to 
are daughters of Mr. and Mrs. E. 
K. Swartley and they were born on 
April 19, 1902. They are Evaline, 
Madeline and Irene. They enjoy 
the best of health are quite similar 
in size and their features are so 
near alike that’ few but their 
parents can tell which one is Eva- 
line, Madeline or Irene.A Beal Wonderland.
South Dakota, with ita rich silver mines 
bonanza farms, wide rauges and strange 
natural formations, is a veritable wonder­
land. At Mound City, in the home of Mrs. 
E. D. Clapp, a wonderful case of healing 
has lately occurred. Her son seemed near 
death with lnng and throat trouble. “Ex­
hausting coughing spells occurred every 
five minutes,” writes Mrs. Clapp, “when I 
began giving Dr. King's New Discovery, the 
great medicine, that saved his life and com­
pletely cured him.” Guaranteed for coughs 
and colds, throat and lung troubles, by J. 
W. Colbert, druggist. 50c. and $1. Trial 
bottle free.
Important Hens.
Charles E. Kesty, of Bloomsburg, 
Pa., is preparing two pens of his 
white Plymouth Rock chickens for 
shipment to Tokyo Japan. Each 
peu will contain four hens and a 
cockerel, and they will have to be 
especially crated for their long 
journey. The ,’express charges 
will amount to about $48.
W alnut Logs.
A solid train of 25 cars loaded 
with walnut logs went through 
Susquehanna over the Erie last 
week. Some of the logs were so 
long as to extend over the ends of 
two cars and were of unusual size. 
The logs had been cut in the forest 
of South America and shipped by 
boat to New York and transferred 
to waiting cars. The consignment 
was en route to Indianapolis.
Bought Boyertown Hotel 
John U. Hendricks, proprietor of 
the Perkiomen Hotel, Sebwenks- 
ville, has bought the Central Hotel, 
Boyertown, and will take posses­
sion in the Spring. The Perkiomen 
Hotel is the property of the Bromer 
estate, and it is understood that it 
is to be sold. Mr. Hendrick’s 
change removes him from the con­
test for the Democratic nomination 
for County Commissioner.
Dogs "Will be Shot At.”
Some ingenious practical joker 
has decorated the signs about 
Wilkes-Barre on which warning is 
given to dog owners that their dogs 
will be shot unless properly muz­
zled. He has added tbe word “a t” 
to the threat, making it read that 
“ All dogs running at large on the 
public highways of the city, with­
out being properly muzzled with a 
wire basket muzzle, will be shot at.”
M asonic Officials.
Warren Lodge, No. 310, F. & A. 
M., of Trappe, recently elected the 
following officers: W. M., Frank 
Gristock, of Collegeville; S. W., 
Rev. W. B. Werner, of Schwenks- 
ville; J. W., Oliver L. Evans, Lim­
erick; Sec., Henry T. Hunsicker, 
Ironbridge; Treas., A. D. Fetterolf, 
Collegeville; Representative, Mayne 
R. Longstreth, Philadelphia; Trus­
tees—Dr. J. Warren Royer, Trappe; 
Jobn'G. Prizer, Schwenks ville', and 
Dr. M. Y. Weber, Evansburg.
Local Institute In Sklppack.
County Superintendent Landis 
has arranged to bold a local insti­
tute in Valley House Hall, Skippack 
on Friday and Saturday, January 
17th and 18th. The local institutes 
this year are to be conducted on an 
improved plan. Class drills will be 
eliminated and instead there will be 
papers and discussions upon live 
subjects. The music will be in 
charge of a director and instead of 
the different schools furnishing the 
music at different periods, the en­
tire institute will sing.
Trains Clashed--M en Injured.
A westbound extra coal train and 
an eastbound coal train on the P. & 
R. Railroad, collided on a siding at 
Phoenixville, below the tunnel, 
Friday morning. John McDevitt, 
fireman of engine 2004, was badly 
shaken up. The crew of engine 
479— John P. Hamilton, engineer, 
of Norristown; Harry Holt,' of Nor­
ristown, fireman, and John Bowen, 
of Philadelphia, conductor—all 
jumped but were caught under two 
cars and much bruised and cut. The 
collision was due to a misunder­
standing of orders and the two 
trains took the same siding. Both 
engines were wrecked.
Stole C hristm as Trees and Had 
to Pay for Them.
Apropos of the Christmas tree 
season, a farmer in lower Dauphin 
county happened upon a man one 
day last week who had a wagon 
piled high with choice trees. This 
man had not asked permission to 
cut them. “ My friend, where did 
you get those nice trees?" asked 
the farmer. “Oh, I cut them in 
this woods,” remarked the man. 
“ Well, as I happen to be the owner 
of these particular woods, how 
would it suit you to count those 
trees and pay me so much per piece 
for them?” The vendor was up 
against it and had to fork over.Here’s Good Advice.
O. 8. Woolever, one of the best known 
merchants of Le Raysville, N. Y., says : “If 
yon are ever troubled with piles, apply 
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It cured me of 
them for good 20 years ago.” Cures every 
sore, wound, burn or abrasion. 25c. at J. 
W. Culbert’s drug store.
Suit for Damages.
A suit for damages resulting from 
an alleged slander has been insti­
tuted by Attorneys Young and 
Stahlnecker in behalf of Samuel 
Schwartz, of Pottstown, versus 
Adolph Markel, of Dowingtown, Pa. 
It is alleged that Markel told 
Schwartz, “You’re a thief and a 
robber.” A capias in trespass was 
issued and bail was furnished in 
the sum of one thousand dollars.
Com m issioners Appoint Mercantile 
Appraiser.
The County Commissioners at 
their session last week appointed 
Frank Pownall, of Lansdale, a na­
tive of Bucks county, as Mercantile 
Appraiser for the 1908 term. Mr. 
Pownall, a well known resident of 
the Stony Creek borough, has been 
a candidate for this office for several 
years. He was chosen from a list 
of fully a dozen applicants. The 
new appraiser will begin his duties 
shortly after January 1, 1908.
Eclipses In 1908.
In 1908 there will be three eclipses 
of the sun, and a lunar appulse. 
The first is a total eclipse of the 
sun, January 3, invisible in the 
United States, visible over the 
Pacific ocean. The second is an an­
nular eclipse of the sun, June 28, 
visible as a partial eclipse through­
out the United States. The third is 
a lunar appulse, December 7. The 
fourth is a central eclipse of the 
sun, December 23, invisible in the 
United States.
Successful Season for Freed’s Steam  
Heaters.
During tbe past season the Steam 
Fitters’ Heater Company, of this 
borough, disposed of about one hun­
dred steam and hot water heaters of 
the Freed type, and in every in­
stance the heaters are giving entire 
satisfaction. This is a good record 
for the Company’s first year in busi­
ness in this vicinity. Mr. A. C. 
Freed, the treasurer and designer 
of the Company, is preparing the 
drawings for several heaters of new 
designs which will be placed upon 
the market next season.
Been Helpless for Four Long Years.
An unusual case of sickness is 
that of Mrs. Elijah Wilkinson, No. 
446} Apple street, Pottstown. Mrs. 
Wilkinson has been helpless for the 
past four years and during that time 
has been the victim of eight strokes 
of paralysis. For the past year she 
has not been able to speak a word. 
Mrs. Wilkinson, while perfectly 
helpless, is still comparatively 
healthy otherwise and she is able to 
eat with a relish and has a clear 
mind. The case is one that is prov­
ing puzzling to physicians who have 
been called in to make examinations.
To Try Case W ithout Jury.
Tbe assumpsit case of the East 
Greenville Gas and Construction 
Company against the East Green­
ville Light and Fuel Company will 
be tried before the Court without a 
jury, an agreement to that effect 
having been reached by counsel last 
week. The case was scheduled for 
trial at Civil Court last week, but 
as the questions involved relate to 
points of law it was decided to dis­
pense with a jury. The case is an 
outcome of the transfer of the East 
Greenville light plant from the com­
pany which built it to the present 
owners.
W hat's the M atter With 
Bucks County?
The State Departmentof Health de­
clares there is either race suicide in 
the middle section of Bucks county 
or there is a failure to report births 
occurring in the district. For the 
first nine months of the year there 
have been returned but 43 births in 
Doylestown borough; for Warring­
ton township, 12 births and 11 
deaths; for Doylestown township, 
12 births and 48 deaths, and for 
Plumstead township, 25 births and 
32 deaths. The Department de­
clares unless some special reason 
exists to tbe contrary, the births 
should exceed the number reported 
by at least 50 per cent.
Badly Mixed Dp.
Abraham Brown, of Winterton, N. Y., 
had » very remarkable experience. He says : 
“Doctors got badly mixed up over me; one 
said heart disease; two called it kidney 
trouble; the fourth, blood poison, and the 
fifth stomach and liver trouble; but none of 
them helped me; so my wife advised trying 
Electrtc Bitters, which are restoring me to 
periect health. One bottle did me more 
good than all the five doctors prescribed.” 
Guaranteed to cure blood poison, weakness 
and all stomach, liver and kidney com­
plaints, by J. W. Culbert, druggies. 50c.
Unusual Record— as to Shaving, 
l Henry Hess a lifelong resident of 
- Penn township, Lancaster county, 
1 and now 86 years old, has tbe 
1 unusual record of never having 
s been shaved by any one but himself. 
. No barber ever touched his face, 
l and since he reached the age when 
i shaving is necessary he skipped 
s his weekly shave but twice. He 
i never wore a beard nor mustache, 
and wields the razor remarkably 
well for so old a man. Until lately 
, he always shaved standing erect, 
but now he finds it easier to shave 
while seated.
A Doctor’s  .Thrilling Ex­
perience.
Dr. E. G. Kriebel, of Worcester, 
had a thrilling experience a few 
nights ago on a sick call. While he 
was speeding his auto along the 
West Point road, near the home of 
Frederick Rentschler, his lamps re­
vealed two men and an obstruction 
in the roadway. Putting on full 
speed the doctor struck the ob­
struction, and his machine bounded 
over it and tore ahead while the 
highwaymen cursed their luck. 
They had evidently intended to 
wreck his auto and rob the doctor; 
but his machine was a good obstacle 
climber.
Death Rate In Pennsylvania.
According to the report of the 
Health Department tbe death rate 
in Pennsylvania for 1906 was 16.5 
per 1000 of population. The urban 
rate was 18.1; the rural rate 15.1. 
This is not a very good showing for 
either town or country. Nearly 25 
per cent, of the total number of 
deaths were of infants less than one 
year old. This indicates with cer­
tainty where the greatest need ex­
ists of preventive effort, mainly 
along sanitary lines. The death 
rate among the negro population 
was 27.5 per 1000, as against 16.2 
per 1000 among whites. There were 
10,180 deaths as a result of violence. 
These are belated statistics, but 
they are useful in teaching those 
who are willing to learn some of the 
short cuts on the road to the ceme­
tery which it is possible to avoid. 
The deaths from preventable causes 
are a startling proportion of the 
aggregate.
C hristm as Exercises a t Trinity 
Reformed Church 
The Sunday School of Trinity Re 
formed church of this borough 
celebrated Christmas Sunday even­
ing. The church was filled to over­
flowing by a typical Christmas 
gathering, all eager to bear the 
efforts of the children—for the little 
folks are always the main attrac­
tion at Christmas celebrations after 
all—in singing and reciting. The 
order of exercises and most of the 
songs and recitation were taken 
from the service “The Birthday of the 
King.” The singing by the entire 
school was exceptionally good, and 
the recitations were likewise of a 
high order. A feature of the even­
ing were the exercises by the 
primary pupils. The solo and 
chorus, “Our Bethlehem Friend,” 
was rendered with fine effect by 
Miss Estella Faringer and the 
school. Recitations were delivered 
in a very creditable manner by 
Grace Chandler, Ruth Stroud, 
Annie Cardwell, Charles Myers, 
Carl Sch wager, Merryl Yost, Mary 
Seeman and Ethelbert Yost. Miss 
Grace Saylor also delivered a reci­
tation in an especially pleasing way. 
The address of the evening was 
made by Dr. S. L. Messinger, pas­
tor of St. Lukes’ Reformed church, 
Trappe, who gave an interesting 
talk on Christmas and its signifi­
cance. The Superintendent of the 
school, Prof. G. L. Omwake, then 
spoke briefly concerning the work 
that the school is doing and the 
progress that it is making, after 
which he presented each of the 
following persons with a book as a 
reward for perfect attendance dur­
ing the year; Frank Godshall, 
Grace Saylor, Harry Bartman, 
Anny Prizer, Horace Prizer, Verna 
Godshall, Russel Bartman, Henry 
Zieber, Carl Sch wager, Lilly 
Sch wager, Mrs. Adele Miller and 
Dr. Weinberger. An offering was 
lifted for the benefit of the Bethany 
Orphans’ Home. As has been the 
custom at Trinity church for a num­
ber of years, each member of the 
school received a gift of a box of 
candy. The church was beauti­
fully decorated for the occasion. 
Laurel chains were draped along 
the four walls and four arches of 
evergreens spanned the main aisle 
and a larger arch was tastefully 
arranged above the pulpit.
PERSONAL.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Rothen­
berger and son, of Pennsburg, were 
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm.‘D. 
Renninger, Saturday and Sunday.
Wm. H. Daub has leased of W. 
P. Fenton, the property known as 
the Alberta, corner Main street and 
Fifth avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Allebach, of 
Conshohocken, were the guests of 
Mrs. D. H. Allebach and family, 
Sunday.
Miss Mary Stoner, who is teach­
ing in the high school at Rockaway, 
N. J., is spending the Christmas 
holidays at home.
Winfred Landis, a Sophomore at 
State College is home for the 
Christmas vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Scheuren and 
family will spend Christmas day 
with Mrs. Ogden and family, of 
Ironbridge.
Joseph Robison is attending the 
business college at Pottstown.
Leidy Ashenfelter and Charles 
Fink are home for the Christmas 
holidays from the Williamson Trade 
School.
Miss Catharine Hobson is home 
from Wilson College for Christmas.
Misses Helen Neff and Mary 
Behney, who are teaching in New 
Jersey high schools, are home over 
the holidays.
Mrs. F. C. Yost is seriously ill. 
Her daughter, Miss Marion Yost, is 
also on the sick list.
Guilliam Clamer and H. J. Hend­
rickson, of Philadelphia, were the 
guests of Burgess and Mrs. F. J. 
Clamer, Sunday. On Christmas 
day a large number of relatives and 
friends enjoyed tbe hospitality of 
the Burgess and Mrs. Clamer.
Mrs. Frank Gristock and daugh­
ters are spending the week with 
Mrs. Tibbals, of Philadelphia.
Mrs. George Clamer and sons 
spent Sunday and Monday in Phila­
delphia.
Marshall Sponsler, a medical 
student at Johns Hopkins Univer­
sity, is home for the Christmas 
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Bartman 
entertained on Christmas day, Mrs. 
J. R. Hendrickson and family, Miss 
Margaret Himes and Mr. Harry 
Himes, all of Norristown.
Dairy Union Convention.
The annual convention of the 
Pennsylvania Dairy Union will be 
held in Wilkesbarre, Pa., January 
14th to 16th. Located between the 
great dairy sections of Southeastern 
and Northeastern Pennsylvania and 
within easy reach of the southern 
dairy counties of New York State 
and Western New Jersey, Wilkes- 
barre is accessible by six leading 
railroads — the Pennsylvania, the 
Lehigh Valley, the Delaware and 
Lackawana, the Delaware and Hud­
son, and the N, Y,, S, & W., &od 
also by several electrical lines. The 
hotel accomodations are excellent. 
The fine new Armory affords ample 
room for the large display of dairy 
and creamery machinery under the 
same roof with the sessions of the 
convention. The leading manu- 
frcturers, both east and west, have 
already secured space for the dis­
play of their goods, thus affording 
an opportunity for the buyer to see 
and compare the different makes of 
machinery before making his pur­
chase. The program will include 
men, prominent in the commercial 
and scientific sides of dairy work, 
who will lead in the discussion of 
the problems vital to the dairy 
business. Silver cups and cash 
prizes will be awarded exhibitors of 
dairy and creamery butter. Five 
pounds of butter is required for an 
exhibit. The Dairy Uuion will 
furnish a package for the butter, 
will pay the express charges on the 
exhibit and issue a certificate of 
membership for the year 1908. The 
butter to become the property of 
the Dairy Union. A banquet will 
be held Wednesday evening Janu­
ary 15th to which all interested in 
dairy matters are invited, tickets 
for which can be Secured from the 
Secretary. A silver cup will be 
awarded to the highest entry of 
certified milk, also a silver cup to 
the highest entry of market milk, 
not certified. And a diploma to 
each entry scoring 90 and over. 
Four quarts in ordinary glass milk 
bottles will be required for an ex­
hibit. Milk to be shipped express 
prepaid, and membership fee for 
1908 paid. For package, program 
and entry blank address, H. E. 
Van Norman, State College, Pa-
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A WEEK’S NEWS CONDENSED
Wednesday, December 18.^
p  -ofessor John W. Lindley, founder 
of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, died 
at Mount Vernon, O., aged eighty-one 
years.
Mrs. Pauline Aloff, a trained nurse, 
ehot and killed Robert J. Schramm at 
El Paso, Tex., because he refused to 
marry her.
The president sent to the senate the 
nomination of James M. Yeager, of 
Lewistown, to be TT. S. marshal for the 
middle district of Pennsylvania.
A rough count of the census of Cuba 
was cabled to the war department by 
Governor Magoon, showing the {otal 
population of the island to be 2,028,282. 
Thursday, December 19.
Miss Mary Earley, a trained nurse, 
was killed by an express train at Dix- 
mont station, near Pittsburg.
Five-year-old Dollle Ricardo fell into 
a tub of hot water at her home in 
Philadelphia and received bums from 
whish she died.
Five young men were seriously in­
jured a t North Braddook, Pa., when a 
bobsled descending a steep grade 
crashed into a street car.
More than 100 all-steel passenger 
cars will be in use on the Pennsylva­
nia railroad between Pittsburg and 
New York shortly after Jan. 1.
Friday, December 20.
Fire totally destroyed the plant of 
the Parkersburg (W. Va.) Mill com­
pany, manufacturers of interior wood­
work, entailed a loss of over $100,000.
During a heavy snowstorm William 
Wurtz, a section hand and Ray Burke, 
walked in front of a switching engine 
near Carbondale, Pa., and were killed.
Albert M. Staples, who, until his 
retirement six months ago, was the 
oldest Pullman car conductor in the 
service, died at his home in Evanston, 
111., aged seventy years.
Bishop Ryan had twenty-five priests 
slide down a new chute fire-escape at 
the Catholic Orphanage, a t Alton, 111., 
while he stood at the bottom and 
watched them come ou t
Saturday, December 21.
Edward Clifford, twenty-five years 
•Id, was hanged at Peoria, 111., for the 
murder of his father a year ago.
Whitelaw Rekd, the American am­
bassador to Great Britain, arrived in 
New York to spend the holidays.
A check swindler made the rounds 
•f several stores in Chester, Pa., and 
obtained about $20 on bogus paper.
Mrs. Mary E. Farrel celebrated her 
104th birthday at the home of her 
daughter, Mrs. John Sharp, at Clinton, 
N. J.
One workman was instantly killed 
and another fatally injured by the ex­
plosion of twenty-five pounds of dy­
namite at Torrington, Conn.
Monday, December 23.
The governor of Oklahoma has sign­
ed the bill to prevent the piping of 
gas out of the state.
Injuries received when his clothing 
caught in a  shafting caused the death 
et Jacob Keeny, of Tolna, York coun­
ty, Pa.
William Garland, author of a num­
ber of books and a son of former 
United States Attorney General Gar­
land, committed suicide in a hotel at 
Little Rock, Ark.
The first trolley car ever to enter 
Bath, Pa., passed through that town 
Saturday from Nazareth over the 
newly-built Bath-Nazareth trolley 
road.
As a result of the recent advance in 
the price of milk at Chicago, the grand 
jury has returned indictments against 
fifteen members of the Illinois Milk 
Dealers’ association for conspiracy. 
Tuesday, December 24.
By falling downstairs a t her home 
in Burlington, N. J., Mrs. Hope Mey­
ers, eighty-five years old, sustained 
Injuries that caused her death.
John H. Paley, editor of the Jewish 
Daily News, was found dead in his 
home in Brooklyn, asphyxiated by gas 
which was escaping from an open 
burner in the parlor.
Benjamin Northway, a fireman on 
the United States battleship Missouri, 
who was landed at San Juan, Porto 
Rico, on Saturday, suffering from peri­
tonitis, died in a hospital.
Captain Henry Scribner, of the 
barge New Haven, and his wife were 
drowned oft the coast of Connecticut 
when seven barges in tow of the tug 
James McWilliams foundered.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In the 
Principal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; 
winter extras, new, $4.10@4.25; Penn­
sylvania roller, clear, $4.30®4.45; city 
mills, fancy, $6® 6.20. RYE FLOUR 
quiet, at $4.75@4.80 per barrel. WHEAT 
quiet, at $1.02®1.02% for No. 2 Penn­
sylvania red. COltN steady: No. 2 
yellow, local, 74®75c. OATS quiet; 
No. 2 white, clipped, 57@57%c.; lower 
erodes, 66c. HAY weak, at $19@19.50 
for large bales. PORK quiet; family, 
per barrel, $20.60. BEEF steady; 
family, per barrel, $26@27. POULTRY: 
Live firm; hens, 10%@llc.; old roost­
ers, 8c. Dressed steady; choice fowls, 
13c.; old roosters, 9%c. BUTTER firm: 
extra creamery, 33c. EGGS steady; 
»elected, 34®36c.; nearby, 31c.; west­
ern, 32c. POTATOES quiet, a t 70@73c. 
Per bushel. Sweet Potatoes firm; per 
basket, 40@45c.
„ BALTIMORE—WHEAT steady; No. 
2 spot, $1.04®I.0414; steamer No. 2 
«Pot, 98%@98%c.; southern, 98%@ 
$1.02%. CORN firm; mixed spot, 68%c.; 
«teamer mixed, 68® 5814 c.; southern, 
M@63c. OATS firm; white, No. 2, 67 
@57%c.; No. 3, 56@56%c.; No. 4, 52%@ 
•3%c.; mixed. No. 2, 54@54%c.; No. 3, 
*2@63c. BUTTER firmer; creamery 
«eparator extras, 29@29%c.; prints, 29 
®30c.; held, 22@23c.; Maryland and 
Pennsylvania dairy prints, 18®19c. 
EGGS firm; fancy Maryland, Pennsyl­
vania and Virginia, 31c.; West Vir­
ginia, 31c.; southern, 28® 29c.
Live Stock Markets.
PITSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
LATTLE higher; choice, $5.40®6.60; 
Prime, $6.2006.36. SHEEP slow; prime 
J^thers, $4.80® 5; culls and common, 
J1.8O@2.60; lambs, $4.50® 6.15; veal 
«Ives, $103.60. HOGS active and 
*i*h«r; prime heavies, mediums, heavy 
!n<l light Yorkers, $506.05; pigs, $4.75 
©4.80; roughs. $404.50.
Com m issions Filed.
The commissions for Judge AaroD 
S. Swartz; Chauncey J. Buckley, 
Sheriff; Joseph N. King, Coroner, 
aod William Hagginbotbom, Treas­
urer, were filed with Record er-of- 
Deeds Wells, Saturday morning, 
Messrs. Hagginbothom and King 
have been sworn in. The surety of 
the County Treasurer’s bond is in 
the Penn Trust Company. George 
H. Anders will be retained as chief 
deputy in the Treasurer’s office.
ITEMS FROM THE VICINITY 
OF ROYERSEORD.
Minnie, daughter of Levi Ziegler, 
who was recently operated upon for 
appendicitis at a Norristown hospi­
tal, is on a fair way to recovery. 
The operation was a complicated 
one.
Rev. Wm. Johnson, of Campbell 
Hall, New York, is spending the 
Christmas season with his mother, 
Mrs. C. W. Johnson, and sisters.
Anna Zimmerman, of Trappe, is 
visiting P. K. Shenkel and family, 
of Spring City.
Harry Reifsnyder has taken 
possession of the Heny A. Cole 
farm, having purchased the prop­
erty some time ago.
Items From Trappe.
Merry Christmastide; the most 
happy season for all the boys and 
all the girls.
Christmas exercises of the Lu­
theran and Reformed Sunday 
Schools, Tuesday evening, Decem­
ber 24. Exercises at the U. E. 
church Christmas night.
The Christmas entertainment 
given by the pupils of the public 
school, Tuesday afternoon, was en­
tirely successful and all who par­
ticipated performed well their parts.
Mrs. Dr. Coblentz, of Washington 
D. C., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
F. W. Shalkop.
Turkeys brought from 18$ to 20 
cents per pound at G. W. Seancfr’s 
sale at Beckman’s hotel, Wednes­
day of last week.
Vincent J. Rambo, of Lee, Massa., 
will spend Christmas at the old 
home.
The winter communion will be 
held in St. Luke’s Reformed church 
on next Sunday morning. Prepara­
tory services next Saturday after­
noon at 2 o’clock.
The U. E. Sunday School will 
hold their election for Sunday 
School officers on Sunday afternoon, 
December 29, after the Sunday 
School session.
Mrs. Dora Johnson and daughter, 
of Philadelphia, and Miss Alice E. 
Reid, of Norristown, spent Sunday 
with their aunt, Mrs. Susan Amos.
L. H. Reber, residing on the old 
Custer farm on Saturday received a 
telegram informing him of bis 
mother’s sudden death at Miffiins- 
burg, Pa. Mr. Reber with his wife 
and daughter, left Saturday night 
for Mifflinsburg, Union county, 
where his father and mother re­
side.
The quarterly missionary ser­
vices, under the direction of the 
W. M. S., will be held in St. Luke’s 
Reformed church next Sunday 
evening. For tbe address, on this 
occasion, the society is fortunate in 
in having secured the Rev. Allen 
K. Faust, of Sendai, Japan, who is 
now in this country on furlough. 
He is much sought after for speak­
ing. The Secretary of the Board of 
Foreign Missions writes: “Poor 
fellow has been doing too much. 
His engagements are too numerous, 
but be seems to bear up under it.” 
Come to bear him.
FROM OAKS.
A meeting of the Acorn Literary 
Society has been called for Friday 
evening, December 27, to consider 
the propriety of turning over the 
funds now in the President’s hands 
to the Fire -Company. The Society 
has not held a meeting for a long 
time, and President Francis thinks 
tbe best, as well as wisest plan, 
would be to turn the funds over to 
the Fire Company rather than in­
vest it in mining stock. As the 
Fire Company is doing its best to 
get a footing, it is a wise suggestion 
as several members of the Acorn 
Society are members of tbe Fire 
Company.
Miss Fannie Brunner and Miss 
Helen Bell, who were run down by 
a train while walking on the rail­
road in Kellar’s cut, just below the 
county bridge that spans tbe rail­
road above Protectory station, were 
buried Thursday. Miss Brunner 
was buried in the Mennonite bury­
ing ground, just back of Yerkes 
Station; and Miss Bell was buried 
in the burying ground attached to
the Port Kennedy Presbyterian 
church. The remains of the unfor­
tunate young ladies were taken to 
the church, where the funeral ser­
vices were held. It was a double 
funeral and a sad one. Rev. Mr. 
McDermotty, pastor of the Presby­
terian church, Port Kennedy, and 
Rev. Mr. McKee, pastor of tbe 
Green Tree church, preached the 
funeral sermons. Wolfioger, of 
Pboenixville, had charge of Miss 
Bell’s obsequies, and Bechtel, of Col- 
legeville, of Miss Brunner’s obse­
quies. John Radcliff and Chester 
Rambo were pall-bearers from Oaks 
and there was a goodly number from 
Oaks and Port Providence in attend­
ance at the funeral, as the young 
ladies bad many friends. And this 
is tbe ending of two precious lives. 
A sad bereavement, just on the eve 
of that glorious time when all should 
rejoice. Sympathy ? Is that a 
panacea for the torn, the almost 
broken hearts of those who held them 
dear and precious to their hearts, 
of those of no akin who knew them 
and had kind words and wishes for 
them ? Then do we tender our 
sympathy. So many times on our 
way from our work to our home did 
we receive a pleasant good evening 
from Miss Bruoner while on her 
way to the post office or store, and 
it would only be natural for us to 
say we miss her pleasant greeting. 
There are no sorrows that heaven 
cannot heal; but still in our hearts 
there’s a love, a regret for the un­
timely taking off of the two young 
ladies.
The suspense is over. Our ex­
pectations, though not fully real­
ized, have been partly so, for our 
patience. Things heard are greater 
than things seen, and was so in this 
case. Cox and Plush have been 
heard and seen. Cox was the whole 
team. Several of the performers 
failed to materialize, and Manager 
Plush did the best he could under 
the circumstances. Young Topley 
did well on the mandolin, and Cox 
can personate the gentleman of 
color, in the ripe old days of water- 
milyuns, an’ co’n pone crack’1’n’s, 
to perfection. Tbe attendance was 
slim, and there was no difficulty in 
securing a good seat. Private boxes 
were not in demand and the peanut 
gallery was entirely deserted.
Christmas trees by carloads to 
Philadelphia by way of the Perki- 
omen R. R. Christmas in evidence 
everywhere. We noticed a beauti­
ful one a t ' Betzwood Station ready 
for ornamentation. Christmas trees, 
Christmas greetings, gifts, and 
smiling faces. Happy ? Yes, for 
this is Christmas time; but—well, 
be thankful this is Christmas time 
and because of it. There is a way 
that all may enjoy a grand, a glori­
ous Christmas forever.
The Sunday school of Green Tree 
church will hold their Christmas 
entertainment next Sunday fore­
noon. The Young People will hold 
their entertainment in the evening, 
December 29. We do not want to 
brag, but you will bear everything 
good.
Old Santa didn’t stop long at our 
house. Afear’d of our dog Bill. 
Think of changing his name to 
Phlebottamy. He might be balled 
Mange-ritis, for short.
Joseph Ellis, ‘who is attending 
Williamson Tracies School, is home 
for the holidays. He is looking well.
Kubnt, baker of Collegeville, 
bakes good bread, and strolls down 
this way.
Mr. Dettra, Registry Assessor, 
reports four hundred and seventy 
voters in this election district.
Miss Catherine Hamer received 
a box of from Florida, Uncle Sam’s 
Paradise: Oranges, tamarinds, a 
sample of persimmons large as to­
matoes, and, when perfectly ripe, 
delicious.
Some high school collegiates, or 
terrifiers, lovers of bread and 
’lasses, entered the Yellow House, 
Valley Forge Park, Saturday, helped 
themselves to walnuts and molasses, 
broke tbe ’lasses pitcher, and for­
got to take with them their college 
yell, left it with the Yellow House.
Miss Myrtle Rambo and Bretta 
Nichols were in Norristown, Mon­
day.
Mrs. George Jones, of Philadel­
phia, spent Christmas with her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Shull.
Reuben Bankus, killed on tbe P. 
& R. R., was buried in the Mont­
gomery cemetery. His desire was 
to be buried in the burying ground 
attached to the Baptist church, Val­
ley Forge. Arrangements were 
made to that effect by his friends, 
tbe C. A. R. and Sons of Veterans, 
but bis daughter, who resides in 
Norristown, came up and changed 
all tbe arrangements, and the body 
was buried in Montgomery cemetery.
Kite, who drives the baker wagon, 
presented us with a dutch cake for 
a Christmas present, and we trans­
lated it into English in style; 
knocked tbe Dutch out of it.
Hero Fund for Sufferers.
P ittsburg , December 23. — The 
Carnegie Hero Fund Commission 
this afternoon voted to pay over to 
the Mine Workers’ Relief Fund 
$35,000 for dictribution among the 
families of the miners who lost their 
lives in the Monongah, West Vir­
ginia, mine recently. Andrew 
Carnegie had previously given $2000 
personally to the relief fund. Up 
to date $250,000 has been paid into 
the relief fund.
THE WORD “QUACK."
Ks Origin Traced Back to the Sixteenth 
Century.
The original and acquired meanings 
of many an old word have been clear­
ed up In the law courts. When “quack” 
had Its turn, Sir Edward Clarke, who 
was probably quoting a dictionary, de­
fined the word as “a boastful pretend­
er to medical skill.” “Quack” Is un­
doubtedly derived by suggestion from 
the quacking of a duck. The quack 
doctor has always substituted volu­
bility for knowledge. “Quacker” and 
“quacking cheat” were sixteenth cen­
tury words. “Quack” In Its present 
sense Is certainly as old as 1696, when 
It was Included In the earliest of our 
slang dictionaries. The original word 
was “quacksalver,” a traveling empiric 
who qnacked about his salves, and, 
according to Henley and Fanner, the 
dramatist Wycherly first shortened this 
word to “quack.”
The full term, quack doctor, Is found 
a t least as early as 1710, when these 
words were used as a title to the Earl 
of Rochester's mountebank speech on 
Tower hill. This witty and profligate 
nobleman (he Is always called witty 
and profligate) took it. Into his head to 
disappear from his friends and appear 
to the mob on Tower hill as a quack 
doctor. The speech he made on that 
occasion has been preserved, and It 
shows that quack oratory has gained 
nothing since.
I t is not all printable in these polite 
pages, but the following passage will 
show its character:
“The cures I have done are as in­
credible as Innumerable. I  cured PreBte* 
John’s godmother of a stupendous dolor 
In her os sacrum, which had like to 
cost the good lady the perdition of her 
huckle bone. I cur’d the Empress of 
Boolmapo of a cramp she got In her 
tongue by eating pork and butter’d 
parsnips. I cur’d an alderman of 
Grand Cairo of a scarlet, burning, rag­
ing fever, of which he dy’d. I  cur'd 
the Emperor of Morocco, who lay sev­
en years sick of the plague. I  cur’d 
him In forty-two minutes so that he 
danc’d  the serabrand, flipflap and Som­
erset to the admiration of his whole 
court. For my pains he presented me 
with 6,000 Hungarian ducats and a 
Turkish cymeter. Yerbum sat saplentL 
No cure, no money.”
I doubt very much whether Sir Ed­
ward Clarke was right In saying that 
the word “quack” was revived by 
Carlyle after It had died out. So use­
ful a word is not likely to have been 
dropped, though in Carlyle’s vocabu­
lary of denunciation It certainly took 
on a new importance. It was fyom a 
court of law, by the way, that Carlyle 
obtained the word “gig,” which, with 
ferocious glee, he never ceased to use 
as a symbol of smug respectability. 
The trial of Thurtell a t Hertford as­
sizes for the murder of Mr. Weare pro­
duced the following dialogue:
, “W hat sort of person was Mr. 
Weare?”
“He was always a most respectable 
person.”
“W hat do you mean by respectable?”
“He kept a gig.”
Carlyle’s sardonic humor seized on 
this, and ever after when he was 
storming a t respectabilities and unreal­
ities “gigs” were not far from his 
mind. He even applied the word “glg- 
manity” to those classes of society 
which held the “gig”' Ideal.—John 
O’London In London Tatler.
The Arab’s Pride of Blood.
Of the Arab’s pride a traveler writes: 
“He Is proud of his own blood and of 
his mare’s blood for its own sake. He 
will show you a broken down little 
crock and Inform you, with perfect 
truth, that she is of the best blood In 
the Jazirah; he will also show a fine 
stallion of his own and tell yon he is a 
‘gdlsh,’ or underbred animal, and there 
Is no doubt i t  is the bad thoroughbred 
he admires and prefers to the finest 
made cross breed. As regards his 
shaykh and tribal leader, he discrimi­
nates In an equal degree between the 
clever warrior, astute diplomatist and 
good business man of low extraction 
and the shaykh of. high lineage, who 
may he a miserable epileptical crea­
ture, and always to the disadvantage 
of the low born man.”
Where He Would Have Shone.
Cardinal Mezzofanti, who died in 
1849, a t the age of seventy-five years, 
knew and could speak more than fifty 
languages. And he knew them thor­
oughly. He could entertain his English 
friends with specimens of Yorkshire 
dialect and his French or German vis­
itors with the patois of their respec­
tive countries. “What a fine Job he 
could have had as a universal interpret­
er should he have lived in the times 
of the tower of Babel!” was one of 
Lord Byron’s caustic remarks.—Argo­
nau t
A New Leaf.
“I’ve Just been thinking,” said Wll- 
lleboy.
“Thinking what?” demanded Silli- 
man, to whom the Idea of Willieboy’s 
thinking was somewhat disconcerting,
"That In Adam’s case It must have 
been a real re-leaf to change his 
Clothes,” said Willieboy. — Harper’s 
Weekly.
For One’s Own Comfort.
Half the sting of poverty or small 
means Is gone when one keeps house 
for one’s own comfort and not for the 
comment of one’s neighbors.—Dinah 
Maria Mulock.
Fooling the Cook.
"Your cook is telling that yonr hus­
band gets a very small salary.”
“We Just tell her that to keep her 
from demanding a large one.”—Hous­
ton P ost
Each man judges things by his own 
conditions. No sunrise looks alike to 
en r two men.—Manchester Union.
FEATHERED ANGLERS.
How the Great Heron Stabs Fish With 
Its Lancelike Bill.
While the kingfisher feeds by day, 
the great heron begins his fishing at 
dusk just as the stars peep forth. 
When I am about to make the last few 
casts and stop fishing In a trout pool 
I hear the loud whiz of his vast stretch 
of wings passing close by, flying low 
to a favorite shallow part of the river, 
and down drop his long legs, and he 
fettles right down to business, motion­
less as a stone. Sometimes for half an 
hour not a feather moves.
He watches with unwearied patience. 
When he does strike it is as quick and 
as sure as fate, for the first luckless 
fish that approaches within his reach 
Is seized with surprising dexterity. 
Like the kingfisher, the heron beats to 
death those fish of larger size, swallow­
ing them whole, headforemost, such 
being their uniform positions when 
found in the stomach. He will then 
at once assume the same attitude of 
silent watchfulness, and the finny tribe, 
though frightened at his first dash 
among them, return again in a short 
Interval only to be transfixed with his 
long lance shaped bill.
Homaday’s “Natural History” says: 
“When a heron is fishing It stalks slow­
ly and silently along the shore, prefer­
ably In water about six Inches deep, 
Its head carried well forward, but 
about on a level with Its shoulders, 
while its big eyes keenly scrutinize ev­
ery object in the water. I t  takes long 
steps and plants each foot softly in the 
true still hunter fashion to avoid 
alarming its game. When a fish Is 
found within range the kinks of the 
neck fly straight and the fish is seized 
between the mandibles. The fish Is 
not stabbed through and through.”
This latter statement is only correct 
when small fish are taken. I have it 
on expert authority that herons re­
peatedly stab large trout up to two 
pounds In weight, making a hole in 
the back large enongh to Insert the 
thumb.—Louis Rhead in Recreation.
BLOOD PRESSURE.
Tile Determination of It* Relation to 
Mental States.
In addition to those bodily move­
ments which are called “voluntary” 
various bodily phenomena which are 
clearly Involuntary accompany violent 
mental excitement. The blush of 
shame, the distinctive flushes of joy 
and of anger, the pallor and sweat of 
fear, the tears of grief and the “creep­
ing” of the flesh provoked by horror 
are familiar examples. The respira­
tion is quickened by joy and retarded 
by anxiety, and the feeling of reliel 
finds expression In a deep sigh. Vio­
lent emotions often disturb the diges­
tion. The heart “bounds with joy,” Is 
paralyzed by horror, “leaps to the 
throat" In terror. The connection be­
tween the heart and the emotions Is a. 
intimate that the heart was long re­
garded as the seat of the sonL
Most of these involuntary physical 
concomitants of mental excitement are 
brought about by a special part of the 
nervous system, the sympathetic nerve 
and its branches, which ramify to ev­
ery part of the body. The best known 
branches are those that govern the 
dilatation of the blood vessels, which 
are profoundly affected by mental 
states. These phenomena are suscepti­
ble of exact quantitative determination 
by means of a method devised by the 
Italian physiologist Mosso. The resalt 
Is fairly accurate measurement of the 
variation of blood supply In the brain. 
The subject is laid on a board which 
Is balanced on a fulcrum at the center 
of gravity. When the subject Is quiet 
and undisturbed the board lies horizon­
tal. Now, if an unpleasant sensation 
or emotion is Induced In the subject 
his head is involuntarily elevated, In­
dicating diminution In the quantity o! 
blood in the brain. An agreeable sen­
sation of emotion produces the opposite 
effect.—Scientific American.
Notice  of  annual elec­tio n .»The annual election of the stockholders of the Collegeville National 
Bank will be held in the directors’ room 
of said bank on TUESDAY, JANUARY 
14, 1908, between the hours of 10 a. m and 
12 m., for the purpose of electing
fifteen directors to serve for tbe ensuing 
year. W. D. RENNINGER,
12-12. Cashier.
Notice .Notice is hereby given that the School Board of tbe Borough of College­
ville has heretofore passed a resolution to 
retire Bond No. 1 of the denomination of 
Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars of the 
School Bonds of the Borough of College­
ville and that tbe same will be retired on 
January 1, 1908, and that tbe said sum of 
five hundred dollars has been deposited 
with the Norristown Trust Company, 
Trustee, together with the interest on the 
same to the first day of January, A. D., 
1908, after which time no interest will be 
paid on said bond. The holder of said 
bond may obtain said principal sum of 
said bond by surrendering the same to the 
Norristown Trust Company, Trustee as 
aforesaid. School Board of Borough of 
Collegeville. Pa.
FRANK W. GRISTOCK, President. 
W. P. FENTON, Secretary.
p iA K M E B S  T A K E  NOTICE-
We sell GASOLINE ENGINES, both 
Stationary and Portable. Steam Engines, 
Feed Mills, Wood Saws, &c. Tread Pow­
ers taken in exchange. Write for cata­
logue, prices, &c.
THE GEISER M’F’G CO.,
Per W. G. Runkles, Manager, 
223-225 S. Warren St., Trenton, N. J.
JiIBST-CLASN
Gas or Gasoline Engines
from one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas or 
gasoline engines of all makes repaired: 
saws filed and skates sharpened. All 
work guaranteed. Prices reasonable. Ad­
dress SAMUEL J. GRIFFIN, 
General Machinist,
’Phone 52M. R. D. 1, Phcenixville, Pa.
P UBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY, 
JANUARY 3, 1908, a t Perkiomen Bridge 
hotel, 30 fresh cows, with calves and 
springers. This is another lot of choice 
cows, carefully selected in Clinton county. 
They are right in sizes, shapes and quali­
ties, tbe kind it always pays to feed, and 
the kind I always try to bring to please 
my patrons. Sale a t 1.30. Conditions by 
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, anct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
PUBLIC SALE OF ONE CAB­LOAD OF
SHENANDOAH VALLEY, VA.
Fat Hogs and Shoats ! 
&  T u ^
Will be sold at pbblic sale on THURS­
DAY, DECEMBER 26, 1907, a t Dunn’s 
hotel, Graterslord, Pa., one carload of 
fine feeding hogs, fat hogs and shoats 
from Shenandoah Valley, Va. This sale 
commences precisely at 1 o’clock p. m. 
Free pig and sour krout lunch wul be 
served after the sale. Conditions by
J. H. FISHER, agt.
T>UBLIC SALE OF
Household Goods!
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR­
DAY, DECEMBER 28, a t 1.30 p. m., at 
the residence of the late Catharine A. 
Johnson, deceased, at the Briughurst 
Homestead, Trappe, the following house­
hold goods, property of decedent: Apollo 
range, good as new; old clock, extension 
table, chairs, stands, settee, couch, lounge, 
beds and bedding, rugs, carpets, lot geese 
feathers, wardrobe, chest, quilts, com­
forts, pictures, dishes, jars, cooking uten­
sils of all kinds, mirrors, coal and coal 
houses, and hundreds of small articles.
Conditions, cash. J. S. JOHNSON.
T)UBLIC SALE OF
Personal Property !
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS­
DAY, JANUARY 9, 1908, at the residence 
of John G. Saylor in Lower Providence 
township, on road leading from Eagleyille 
to Areola, the following personal prop-
_ ^ ^ ^ e r ty : 2 good horses: No. 1, a hay 
/ • ■ L h o r s e  12 years old, works any- 
_J^2^w here; excellent worker on tread 
power No. 2, a sorrel mare, good 
worker, works on the tread power. Two- 
seated carriage; two-seated no-top car­
riage, fallingtop carriage, buggy, market 
wagon, three-inch tread farm wagon, two- 
horse cart with brake, express wagon, 
stone boards, wheelbarrow, bob sled, 
milk sleigh, horse power, thresher and 
cleaner, grain fan, fodder cutter, Osborne 
reaper and binder, mowing machine, hay 
rake, hay tedder, Empire grain drill, 2 No.
1 Syracuse plows, sidehill Syracuse plow, 
Osborne springtootb harrow, 2 Ironage 
hoe harrows, weeder, corn marker, new 
single, double and triple trees, three-horse 
yoke, 6 clevises, 6 sets of heavy harness, 
set of light double carriage harness, blind- 
halters, collars and pads, bridles, 3 sets of 
double lines, pair of ends for four horses, 
plow lines, 6 sets of traces, 4 sets breast 
chains, lot of log chains, cow chains, forks, 
rakes, shovels, post spade, crowbar, 
sledges, stone hammer, picks, grubbing 
hoes, 500-lb. beam, 50-lb. beam, grindstone,
2 feed chests, 2 crosscut saws, maul and 
wedges, lot of sawed plank and scantling; 
blacksmith tools, blower, anvil, vise, 
hammers, tongs, taps and dies, work 
bench, planes, chisels, brace and bits, wire 
stretcher; hone mill, ropes and pulleys, 
22 gal. farmer’s boiler, 2 copper kettles, 
one a barrel and one a half-barrel; butter 
hamper, trays, 4 milk cans, lot of butcher­
ing tools, 2 iron kettles; also a lot of oats 
straw.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS: 3 beds and bed* 
ding, 3 bureaus, washstands, looking 
glasses, 4 clothes chests, 16-ft. extension 
table, other tables, corner cupboard (over 
100 years old) and other cupboards, 2 set­
tees, doughtray, chairs of all kinds, re­
frigerator, carpets, oil cloth, lounge, desk, 
2 sewing machines, one a heavy one for 
tailoring; dishes of all kinds, about ten 
dozen Mason Jars, jelly tumblers, glass­
ware of all kinds. No. 8 Othello range, 
double parlor heater; cooking utensils of 
all kinds, such as pans, pots, kettles, flat 
irons, 2 galvanized tea kettles, buckets, 
and many other articles that may he hunt­
ed up by day of sale. Sale to commence 
promptly at 12 o’clock, noon. Condi­
tions by
WILLIAM RITTENHOUSE, 
Auctioneer and Agent for the Owners. 
J. H. Casselberry, clerk.
John Hartman, receiving clerk.
Repo bto x  THE C O N D IT IO N  OX T H E  COLLEGE­
V IL L E  NATIONAL B A N K , A T  C O LLEG EVILLE, IN  
T H E  ST A T E  OX P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T  T H E  CLOSE. 
OX B U S IN E S S , DECEMBER 8, 1907,
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts................................$59,200 22'
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured___ 11 91
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.........  25,000 00
Premiums on U . S. Bonds.......................  1,098 75
Bonds, seenritles, etc..................................47,347 13
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,590 54
Due from National Banks (not reserve
a g en ts) .................................................  566 72
Due from approved reserve agents........ 16,068 60
Checks and other cash item s.................  ISO
Notes of other National B a n k s............  1,080 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and eents............................... ............ 10137
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
S p e c ie ................................... $6,865 60
Legal-tender notes.............  150 00— 6,515 60
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(6 per oent. of circulation)................  1,250 00
T otal...................................................$186,767 14
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid In............................. $25,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid........................................... 1,485 58
National Bank notes outstanding........ 25,000 00
Dae to other National Banks............... 241 64
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks .........................................    245 86
Individual deposits subject to oheok... 61,986 10
Demand certificates of deposit................  100 00
Savings Deposits...........................  61,781,96
Cashier’s oheoks outstanding .................  26 00
T otal................................................... $166,767 14
State of Pennsylvania, County I
of Montgomery, j "*•
I, W. D. Rennlnger, Cashier of the above 
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above 
statement is true to the best of my knowledge 
and belief.
W . D. RENNINOEH, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th 
day of December, 1907.
JOSEPH a . LANDES, Notary Public. 






Oommeneed business February 14, 1907.
Fo b  sale .Three hogs, lot of chickens, 6 geese and 15 ducks. Apply to
WM. H. WENTZ,
Near Level School. Lower Providence.
4 SHORT STORY
A  T h e a trica l 
Sai\ta C lau s.
By JEFFERSON DE ANGELIS.
I^H E  week before Christmas in New York, “once upon a time, not so very long ago,” showed Broadway full of eager shop­
pers, making tracks through a heavy 
fall of snow which the street sweepers 
had not yet cleared away. Up and 
down the magic street and its com­
panion arteries in the retail district a 
jostling crowd, pushing, fighting its 
way, sought to catch glimpses of the 
many treasures temptingly displayed 
in the shop windows. Great extremes 
of life bumped elbows. The girl from 
the east side, coming down from the 
slums to view the good things—things 
forbidden to her pocketbook—brushed 
her threadbare skirts against the fur 
lined gown of the daughter of the rich. 
The almond eyed Celestial from the 
Chinese district mingled the opium 
scent of his blouse with the delicate 
violet of the well dressed crowd. Chil­
dren from Fifth avenue in their smart 
clothes edged away from squalidly 
dressed urchins with unwashed faces 
and uncombed hair.
There was happy contentment re­
flected on the faces of thousands, in 
contrast to the pinched, hungry, hope­
less, feverish eyed faces of the other 
thousands so strangely mingled on the 
world’s greatest thoroughfare.
At the Rialto theater great prepara­
tions were in progress for the produc­
tion of a new comic opera. Rehearsals 
had been going on from early morning 
until midnight, day in and day out. 
The back of the big stage was a verita­
ble chaos. Unfinished scenery and 
mysterious looking “props” were being 
skillfully fashioned into counterfeit 
presentatioins of camels, for there was 
to be a grand march of the king’s cara­
van across the desert. There was an 
elephant, too, as big as life, and os-
THK TWUTKIfTNO LIGHTS ILLUMINATED THE 
FIGURE OF SANTA CLAUS.
triches and weird objects, all piled in 
confusion with artificial plants and 
floral devices, glittering armor and all 
the thousands of odd things that were 
being prepared for the most dazzling 
comic opera of the year, “The Minstrel 
of the Sahara.”
The scenic artists had been working 
day and night for weeks, and, with the 
“opening” now only a few days off, the 
managers were nervously dreading 
that the beautiful effects would not be 
finished in time. To add to this fear, 
Henry Granger, the artist on whom 
the projectors of the great spectacle 
had mainly depended, had succumbed 
to the strain of working for days and 
nights without sleep and scarcely stop­
ping for anything to eat. He lay at 
his little east side home, tossing and 
raving in the delirium of typhoid fe­
ver. He had been absent from the 
“painter’s bridge” for nearly a fort­
night, and, although his loss was con­
sidered serious at first, some one else 
had filled his place, and now he was 
forgotten. Scenic artists, like actors, 
a te  improvident creatures, and if any j 
of the warm hearted stage folk had 
had time to think of aught except the 
duties that weighed so heavily on each 
and every one they might have 
thought that the sick man, out of work 
and helplessly ill, might be suffering 
for want of money. Granger was a 
favorite generally, and many a time 
had he gone down into his scant sav­
ings to help swell a contribution to 
some needy professional in distress. If 
anything ever reminded the company 
of Granger’s absence it might have 
been that his little girl, an only one of 
seven, came no more with the artist’s 
meals, as she used to when he painted 
away up there on the “bridge.” She 
was a sweetly coy little thing, her 
great blue eyes set in a thoughtful 
and pale face, surrounded by golden 
curls.
And now it was Christmas eve, a t 4 
o’clock in the afternoon. Old Pete, 
the stage door tender, was startled 
from his reveries back in the shadow 
of his cage by the sweet voice of a 
child. She had “a note from mamma 
to Mr. Hardcraft, the manager.” No, 
the manager was not around just then, 
but she could wait. He might be back | 
any moment. Tenderly the rough old 
fellow led the bonny one to a prosce­
nium box and, lifting her into a big up­
holstered chair, which she far from 
filled, bade her wait. A busy rehearsal 
was in progress, which the child j 
watched with no special curiosity, for I
tne sight was a familiar one to her, 
until after a succession of nods she fell, 
asleep.
Every one on the stage was too busy 
to notice the mite as she rested there, 
one foot curled under, her pretty face 
snugly pressed into the corner of the 
softly padded chair. Her red tarn had 
slipped off, and her hair was loosely 
massed in ringlets about her face and 
neck. In a few minutes the stage 
manager abruptly stopped the evolu­
tions and singing to announce that an 
hour would be given for something to 
eat. So there followed a hurrying to 
nearby cafes and lunch places, and the 
big theater was left dark and silent, 
where only a few moments previous 
had resounded the voices of chorus, the 
shuffling ^nd  patter of feet and the 
shouts of the excited director. After 
awhile, one by one and in pairs and 
more, the company began to assem­
ble again. There was still a good 
half hour, and the boys and girls 
of the chorus accepted the opportunity 
to chat and gossip as they sat on 
boxes, bundles of carpet or even squat­
ted on the floor of the stage, their talk 
causing a hum to resound throughout 
the big auditorium.
And still the child slept on.
Suddenly there was an ominous hush 
as Manager Hardcraft strode upon the 
stage, shaking snow from his fur lined 
coat and shining silk hat. His keen 
eyes pierced the darkness toward the 
boxes, probably in an effort to detect 
any of the company who might be 
stealing some comfort in the box seats, 
a privilege strictly forbidden. He 
roughly demanded to know who the 
“kid” was asleep in one of his forty 
dollar chairs. Calling old Pete from 
his post a t the back, he wanted to 
know who let her in, anyway. Going 
to the little sleeper, Pete deftly took 
the envelope from the little hand which 
still clasped it, however loosely. The 
great man Impatiently tore open the 
note, gave it a swift glance, crunched 
it and, throwing it among the foot­
lights, gave a pull at his cigar and 
strode hurriedly into the street. The 
company crowded forward to view the 
little intruder. Tony Thompson, the 
comedian of the organization, picked 
up the note, straightened out its creases 
and read aloud:
John Hardcraft, Esq., Manager the Rialto 
Opera Company:
Dear Sir—I beg Indulgence for thus in­
truding upon your time and patience. It 
is with reluctance I write to ask if  you 
cannot send me a few dollars to be paid 
back as soon as my husband is able to 
work again. I have used all the money 
he has saved for the doctor’s bill and to 
purchase medicine and our necessities. 
W e have not had a  cent in the house for 
two days now, and not only are we—my 
little daughter and myself—in need of 
food, but I fear that if  I cannot renew the 
prescriptions for the mediolne the doo. 
tor has ordered Mr. Granger will have 
a relapse. I dislike very much to ask 
this favor of you, but our condition is be­
coming desperate. You will be doing an 
act of kindness we shall never forget if 
you will send something to aid us in our 
predicament, and may God bless you for 
it. . Respectfully, H ELEN GRANGER.
Some „one put his hand deep into his 
pocket and brought up a piece of 
money, and then without a word there 
was a tinkling of dimes, quarters and 
halves as they dropped into the hat of 
the fat and rosy little comedian. The 
collection was tied up in a handker­
chief and noiselessly placed into the 
lap of the sleeping child.
But that was not all. A happy 
thought came to the comedian, now as 
serious as a Hamlet. From a roll of 
money he whipped a twenty dollar bill. 
In a very few minutes the property 
man and his assistant had placed on 
the stage in front of the sleeping girl 
a nice green Christmas tree, purchased 
without much ado from the vender on 
the corner. Others had hurriedly 
brought little red, white and blue can­
dles, strings 'of popcorn, tinsel and 
candy hearts, which were quickly at­
tached to the boughs of the cedar. 
While this was going on Tony was giv­
ing orders in rapid succession, as fol­
lows:
“Quick, there, Jennie; bring that big 
Cossack coat with the fur all around 
the edges. Bill, run for those boots. 
Hurry, now. Somebody get me an old 
man’s wig, long white hair, mind you, 
and a beard. There, that’s just the 
thing. Here, you all stand back in the 
shadow. Now, girls, sing softly the 
music that goes with the entrance of 
the queen’s barge in the starlight. 
That’s it—just a little softer!”
The sound of celestial music filled 
the place. I t was dark save where the 
twinkling lights of the Christmas tree 
illuminated the figure of the merry 
Santa Claus standing alongside, with 
his kindly face turned toward the 
slowly awakening child. She opened 
her eyes, blinked them again from the 
light, ,sat straight, rubbed her eyes 
with her tiny fists, stirred herself and 
then, settling back in the big chair, 
sobbed aloud. Jumping down from the 
stage, the Santa Claus took her on his 
lap and tightly held her in his arms.
“What’s the matter, little one? Don’t 
you see that Santa Claus has come to 
take care of you?”
“Yes, I know, dear Santa, but I  am 
crying because I am afraid I’ll wake 
up and find it isn’t  real.” And the 
trembling child huddled closer.
“But it is real, and you are not asleep. 
See this handkerchief filled with mon­
ey for your dear sick papa. Now take 
it  home, and tonight be sure to hang up 
your stocking, both of them, for when 
every little boy and girl is asleep I am 
going to make my rounds, and I am 
not going to forget you.”—Atlanta Con­
stitution.
Turkey Once a Side Dish.
Turkeys, mince pies and plum pud­
dings are now regarded as the chief 
items in tile Christmas dinner, but at 1 
on’e time they were mere side dishes in ; 
an enormous number of courses.
When Christmas Lasted Weeks. 
Our ancestors thought nothing of tak­
ing three weeks’ holiday at Christmas 
time.
C h r is tm a s  In 
C a c tu s  Center.
W OMEN’S scarce in Cactus Cen­ter, and there ain’t  no bar­gain stores
Per to s ta rt them Monday rushes tha t 
break down the stoutest doors, 
But we had some Christmas shoppin’ 
tha t the town ain’t  over yet,
Jest because of one small woman and 
a drug store toilet set.
She was Cactus Center’s te.acher, and 
she hadn’t  left the stage 
’Fore she had the boys plum locoed, 
and I don’t  bar youth nor age. 
She was cute and sm art and pretty, 
and she might ’a’ been here yet 
If it hadn’t been for Dawson and his 
drug store toilet set.
It was old and scratched and speckled, 
fer ’twas in his case fer years, 
But old Dawson, sharp and clever, put 
a whisper in our ears—
’Lowed he’d sell tha t set a t auotion, and 
he says, “Now, boys, you bet 
This’ll make a hit with teachei^^thla 
here swell new toilet set.”
IT WAS THEN BEGUN THE SHOOTIN’.
Well, the biddin’ started lively, and it 
got to gittin’ hot,
Fer every mind in Cactus on th a t1 sin­
gle thing was sot.
Purty soon I’d staked my saddle, worth 
two hundred dollars net,
Ju st to own fer one short second that 
blamed drug store toilet set.
It was then begun the shootin’, no one 
seems to know jest how,
And 'twas lack of ammernition th a t at 
last broke up the row,
And thirteen of us was hurted, but the 
worst blow that we met 
Was in findin’ that some bullets had 
gone through th a t toilet set.
But we plugged the punotures in it, and 
we plugged the wounded, too,
And agreed we’d arbitrate it, and the 
bunch ’d see it through,
80 we sent a gift committee, but they 
came back sorer yet,
Fer the teaohsr 'd fluttered eastward, 
so we have th a t toilet set.
—Denver Republican.
CHRISTMAS NEAR THE POLE.
Where 8eal Meat and Whale’s Blubber 
Take Turkey’s Place.
"I think Christmas, 1885, was my 
most memorable one,” said General 
Greely, the artic explorer. “With my 
command I was proceeding southward 
in the hope of obtaining help, and 
about the 20th of October we en­
sconced ourselves in a little hut at 
Cape Sabine. Our supply of food was 
running very low, and we were on 
very short rations, every one being al­
lowed just food enough in each twen­
ty-four hours to sustain life. Under 
these depressing circumstances and 
amid the awful silence of the polar 
night the cheerfulness that we contin­
ued to maintain was remarkable.
“Christmas day came a t last—Christ­
mas in the arctic regions! At 6 o’clock 
we had our breakfast—thin soup made 
of peas, carrots, blubber and potatoes. 
Our Christmas dinner was served at 1 
o’clock—first course, a stew of seal 
meat, onions, blubber, potatoes and 
breadcrumbs; second course, served 
one hour after first, a stew of raisins, 
blubber and milk: dessert, a cup of 
hot chocolate. One of our party had 
some tobacco still left, and .he very 
kindly made a cigarette for each one 
in our little party.
“I will wager that in all Christen­
dom that day not Another present was 
given or received that gave such in­
tense delight to the recipients as did 
those little rolls of tobacco and paper. 
They were quickly aflame and being 
puffed away a t for dear life, and thus 
my inost memorable Christmas—a 
Christmas near the north pole-ended 
in smoke.”—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Vacations as Christmas Presents.
In a letter to the employees of the 
Bourne mills of Fall River, Mass., an­
nouncing the regular profit sharing div­
idend on Dec. 24 last, Treasurer George 
A. Chase said: “The board of directors 
has unanimously authorized me to an­
nounce to you the experiment of a va­
cation week in August, 1907. The mills 
will close Aug. 24 and reopen Sept. 3, 
thus allowing you ten days of rest and 
recreation. In lieu of regular pay you 
will get an extra dividend on your 
wages, payable just before the vaca­
tion, to the amount of 50 per cent of 
the average weekly wages.” This 
promise was faithfully kept.
AND MISCELLANY.
’ j 'HIS Company is prepared and able to 
legitimate Trust Company business, 
'are assured of . close personal attention
handle all kinds of 
and its customers 
'¿Q their wants. ,
PER CENT. 
INTEREST
paid on Savings 
Accounts for every 
day the Money 
is  on  D e p o s it .
PER CENT. 
INTEREST
p a id  on d a ily  
balances or check 
accounts.
Deposits of One 
Dollar and upwards 
Solicited.
W e invite personal calls or correspondence regarding any 







has large experience. On July 1st It 
showed the following in its
TRUST DEPARTMENT.
Invested Trust Fnnds,.......$1,356,195 60
Uninvested Trust Funds.. 163 74 
Incomes and Amounts held 
for distribution..............  67,630 19
«1,423,989 53
Notice the uninvested trust funds.
DeKalb and Main Sts.
CHRISTMAS
FOOTW EAR
C hristm as 
Goods a t  
B row nbacks.
Fancy Lamps from 10c. to $6.00; 
Glassware and Queensware; Lemon­
ade and Wine Sets; Fancy Salad 
Bowls and Berry Sets, Vases, 
Bowls, Plates, etc. A beautiful line 
Japanese Ware; 10 pieces Fancy 
Decorated Chamber Sets. Rogers’ 
Plated Knives, Forks, and Spoons. 
Gold-plated Clocks, Fancy Table 
Covers, Towels, Napkins, Ladies 
and Gentlemen’s Handkerchiefs and 
Mufflers, Silk Umbrellas, Nickeled 
Coffee and Tea Pots, Bread Trays, 
Carving Sets and Table Cutlery. 
Photo and Post-card Albums. Lots 
of Toys and Dolls, Tree Ornaments, 
etc.
We are shewing good values Tor 
every day or dress np wear.
WOMEN’S Fur Trimmed Julietts iu three 
colors—80c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.50.
WOMEN’S Kid Shoes, all styles—$1.50, 
$2.00, $2.50, that will wear.
CLARICE SHOE for Women—$3.00.
LA FRANCE SHOE for Women—$3.00, $3.50.
MEN’S SLIPPERS-50c., 75c., $1.00, $1.25.
Rubbers and Overshoes
IN GREAT v a r ie t y .
WOMEN’S WARM LINED SHOES, $1.25, $1.50.
H . L .  N Y C E ,
NORRISTQWN, PA.
H A R D W A R E.
We are Headquarters for all 
hinds of Hardware. Paints, 
Oils, Varnishes and Glass.
T O O L S .
If you want any thing in the tooi line, 
come to u s; we can supply you 
at BOTTOM PRICES.
W IRE OP ALL KINDS
Suitable for House, Garden and Field.
TheM.BenjaminCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
N o . 2 0 5  Bridge St.,
PHtENIXVIUUE, PA.
J. P. STETLBR, Manager.
THEOLDSTAND
Established • - 1875.
|tU e g i¥ ills  |aiery.
Choice Bread
AND
C a k e s
in  Va r iety .
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. IceCream and Water 






.in Fine Mixtures, Chocolate and 
Hand-made Toys. Fruits and Nuts 
in variety. Something for every­
body, young and old- The Grocery 
Department filled with everything 
needed every day and to help com­
plete preparations for the holidays. 
Best efforts to serve all at the right 
prices.
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
-- When in Norristown -
---- IT W ILL------
P A Y  Y O U
---- TO VISIT------
SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,
86 AND 138 W. MAIN ST., •
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE 
SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
CHAS. A. SABBLOSKY,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET, 
10-11. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Insure Your H o r s e s ^
against loss by death from disease or acci­
dent in the LO W ER PRO V ID EN CE 
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
OCCUF8.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Andnbon. 
Appraisers t
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
H. H. ROBISON, CoUegevtlle.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
TRADE MARKS
D esigns 
C opyrights A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an invention is probably patentable. Communica­
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patentssent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.Patents taken through Munn & Co. i 
special notice, without charge* in the . receive
Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $8 a 
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.MUNN & Co. 36 1 Broadway, New York






Large Collection of Dolls, Toys, Games, 
Smoking Sets, Post Card Albums, 
Tree Ornaments, Cbinaware, 
Vases, Lamps, &e.
Beautiful line of Pictures, from 10 cento 
to $1.50.
Fine assortment of Ladies’ and Gents’ 
Handkerchiefs. -
Flexible Flyer Sleds, - - - $1.50 to $2.00.
Writing Paper in Boxes, engraved, 30 and 
35 cents.
Large variety of Jardineres, from 25 to 90c.
Fine assortment of LOWNEY’S CON­
FECTIONS in fancy boxes, from 
25c. to $3.00.
MIXTURES; 10c.
FANCY MIXTURES, 25c. 
CANDY TOYS, 10 and 12c.
Choice Groceries.
Cluster Raisins, Seeded Raisins, Cur­
rents, Citron, Lemon and Orange Peel; 
Oranges, Walnuts, Almonds, Peanuts, 
XXXX Lozenge Sugar for making candy, 
New Orleans Molasses, Cranberries, Full 
Cream Cheese.
Fenton’s Home-made Minee Meat, 12 
cents per pound.
W .P.FEN TO N
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Undertaker -» Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
an undertaker of many years* experience, 
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
t #  Will meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by téléphoné or telegraph. 5-J
Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and 
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Well, 11-L.
Geo. W . Schweiker,
P R O V ID E N C E  S Q U A R E , P A .
GET TOUR Poster« P r i n t e d  •$  the Independen» OÍS ce
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY 5
C '  00,1 1
A V ery  Im p o rtan t M atter
For FARMERS to know is where to get the REST CHOPPING done and 
„here to get a full line of the REST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the LoweNt Cash Prices. You will find it at
Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 






“I t ’s J u s t  L ike This!”
-  When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
■ “ It’s Just Like This F
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like T his!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with gooc 
material and workmanship.
“It’s Just Like ThisF
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, sene 
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 




Be cwetul cot to place your orders for 
Balidmg or other Lumber until we have had 
[ * chance to estimate ou your wants. We 
tre certain to give you entire satisfaction as 
*8 to the Lumber itself and Its delivery 
We may save you a dollar or two. also.





*  MARBLE të*
—AND—
G-ranit© ‘W'orks.
¡S.B. BRAUET* « Proprietor*
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
^-CLASS-W ORK. LOW PRICES.
the best harness
made to o r d e r . ,
tiw!l 8t?ck of harness supplies, saddles, 
•inter’ ^ots, blankets for summer and 
ÜïPAi»Tviî,e hrooms, combs, brushes, &c.
Alan ¿IS? O®1 H ARNE8S a specialty, 
ttoo to boxt (jSra^e ciSare- Special at ten-
w . E . JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE 8QUARE, PA
H V A 'J  t o w n  h e r a l d
dK BIN»ERY. Binding, 
kg Bl t  Pertora«“S’ Number-
Bojjgan ®°°hs for Banks and Business 
houna ’¿¡Ien 8Pec'al attention. Magazines 
«keep!, a„ repairing done quickly and 
’ ̂ rees ^eUmates cheerfully furnished.
MORgan R. WILLS, Proprietor.
1 -
IIi1m
I am fully equipped at my New 
Location. Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkiomeu Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and In­
vite new ones to give me a trial. 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages and Rnsiness 
Wagons Built fo Order 
at Rigbt Frices.
Now ready for 8pring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done In the shop. Horseshoeing 





R A IIiR O A D  H O U S E
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.





HENRY YO ST, JR.
Both ’Phones.




— oOo----First-class Accommodations for Man and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
F A L L
ClotIta.es
R E A D Y .
This Store makes it a 
point to have All the 
newest styles first—not 
“Freak” Styles, but ex­
clusive styles that a %
well-dressed man will 
wear.
awiQ/aicif;
* tfr <Vr tv
■  We promptly obtain U. 8. and F o re ig n !
Send model, sketch or photo of invention for < 
freereport on patentability. For free book. <
Patents and TRADE-MARKS ’ IT
1
Opposite Ü. S . Patent Office < 
W ASHINGTON D. C.
S u b sc rib e  fo r  T h e  In d e p e n d e n t .  
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAK.
Fall C lothes,
$ 1 0  TO $ 2 5 .
W e’ve the new things to show 
now; models that you’ll see 
worn in the large cities. Every 
time you buy new clothes you 
should get something different, 
as you might as well get your 
old suit cleaned and pressed and 
wear it again. We invite your 
inspection. You’ll find some­
thing different here.
T H F  H A T  FOR m e n  1 JtlJu JQ A 1 That Know
$ 2 .3 0  an d  $ 3 .5 0 .
You’ll be in for one, if you 
want the style most every 
knowing young man is wearing. 
There are individuality and 
dash about them that couldn’t 
have anything added. Sole 
agency for Dunlap Hats.




SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
H0U8EFURNI8HIN6S.
Tbe first thing to decide. Is t
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice. It will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The C o lleg e ie  Furniture Store
Where it Is always a pleasure to SHOW 
G00D8.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.






Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 




JR@°Tbe I ndependent’s eight pages 
contain local and general news,agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 
matter. A copy every week for 52 
weeks, $1.00.
IN THE DAYS OF ’64.
The Last Christmas of the Southsrn 
Confederacy.
“We had some memorable Christmas 
days In the south during the war,” 
said Mrs. Zebulon B. Vance, wife of 
the late United States senator from 
North Carolina. “That of 1801 was 
different from any that had preceded 
It because we were In arms against the 
Federal government, and many of the 
male guests at southern homes that 
day wore Confederate uniforms. Much 
of the talk at the Christmas dinner 
table was of sieges and battles and 
marches, but we were all full of hope 
and confidence.
“Christmas, 1862, found us but poor­
ly prepared to celebrate it. Our sup­
plies were few, and Confederate money 
was at a heavy discount. Then came 
the bitter year of 1863, with the fall of 
Vicksburg and the defeat at Gettys­
burg. With sad faces, harmonizing 
well with their dresses of coarse black 
stuff, the women of the south devoted 
themselves to picking lint and spinning 
and weaving for husbands, fathers, 
brothers and sweethearts in the field.
“Christmas, 1864—the iafct Christmas 
of the war—dawned, and what a 
gloomy festival it was for the people 
of the south! Of manufactured prod­
ucts we had practically none. Our 
hairpins were made of long black 
thorns, with a ball of sealing wax on 
the end. We had made into dresses 
every scrap of available material, 
while our feet were Incased In home­
made cloth shoes. The slaves, having 
heard of ‘de ’mancipation proclama­
tion,’ knew that they were free and 
had all scattered away. Desolation 
seemed to reign over everything. Of 
all the Christmas days I have known 
that last Christmas in the south in 
wartime is the one of all others that I 
am most certain never to forget”— 
Pittsburg Dispatch.
‘he K aiser’s 
C h ristm a s.
ROBABLY no European court 
gives Christmas presents on so 
extended a scale as the kaiser’s. 
Every one gives presents to ev- 
*ry one else, and for weeks before 
Christmas secret inquiries are made 
about the most suitable gifts to be- 
ctow. The empress and her seven chil­
dren mysteriously dash about Berlin 
aud Potsdam, visiting jewelers, toy­
shops and other establishments where 
something new pr striking is to be had, 
and they hold a levee every morning 
of tradesmen whom they have no time 
to visit.
The kaiser does no shopping him­
self, but he Is the greatest Christmas 
box giver of all, and his presents in 
every case exactly fit the desires of the 
happy recipient. Early in December 
he makes a list of the persons to whom 
he intends making presents. His wife 
heads the list, and at the foot Is usual­
ly some old pensioner or Invalided 
housekeeper who has served the Ho- 
henzollems for half a century.
Soon before Christmas the royal mint 
sends the kaiser a bag of bright, new
CANADA’S CHRISTMAS STAMP.
The Only Known Postal Memorial of 
« the December Holiday.
Stamp collectors say that the great­
est Christmas gift ever made was a 
postage stamp of the value of 2 cents. 
On Christmas, 1898, Great Britain pre­
sented to all her thirty-seven colonies 
a Christmas gift In the form of two 
cent letter postage in place of the rate 
of 5 cents, which for decades had ex­
isted.
In honor of this event Canada placed 
on sale on Christmas morning, 1898, a 
Christmas postage stamp, the only 
stamp of the kind ever issued by any 
country. In many respects it is unique 
among all postage stamps.
It was larger than our Columbian 
stamps and showed a map of the world 
with the possessions of the British em­
pire printed in bright scarlet. The 
oceans appeared In a bluish green and 
the frame of the design in black.
Across the top was the Inscription 
“Canada Postage,” with a crown rest­
ing on laurel leaves tucked in between 
the words. At the extreme lower part 
of the design is the declaration, “We 
hold a vaster empire than has been;” 
above this, “Xmas, 1898,” and a figure 
“2” in each lower comer.
It is worthy of note that this Cana­
dian stamp was printed by a bank 
note company in the United States. It 
marked a new epoch in stamp produc­
tion, having three colors. Bicolored 
■tamps are not uncommon, but up to 
that time no country had ever attempt­
ed a three color stamp.
This Christmas stamp was probably 
the most expensive ever issued, cost­
ing the Canadian government four 
times as much as the ordinary single 
color stamp. Although Issued on Christ­
mas, 1898, the stamp’s availability for 





Former Comptroller Edward M. 
Grout of New York city .tells a pretty 
little Christmas story.
He said that a little girl relative of 
his was visiting her grandmother on 
Thanksgiving day. Already the child 
had begun to speculate on what Santa 
Claus was to bring her at Christmas 
time, and, as children—especially girls 
—will do when they are at the home 
of an Indulgent friend, she began to 
rummage through closets and drawers.
In the course of her investigation j 
she came upon a brand new white muff. 
It was the very thing she had wanted, | 
and she knew that Santa Claus’ chief 
purchasing agent—grandma—had ob­
tained it for her.
Taxed with it, grandma admitted the 
truth;
“But,” she said, “you must forget all 
about It until Christmas day.”
That night as she was being put to 
bed the child astonished her mother by 
adding this to her evening prayer:
“Please, God, make me forget all 
about the little white muff Santa Claus 
is to, bring.”—New York Times.
Strange Christmas Superstition.
In north Germany a person must not 
spin during the twelve nights of Christ­
mas lest he or she should walk after 
death, nor after sunset on Saturday, 
for then mice will eat the work. If It 
is desired to have money and luck all 
the year round, one must not fail to 
eat herrings on New Year’s day, nor if 
you wish.to be lucky must you rock an 
empty cradle or spill salt wantonly or 
cross knives or point at the stars. If 
a dirty cloth Is left on the table ovqr 
Christmas night It will make the an­
gels weep, If you point upward to the 
rainbow It will make the angel’s feet 
bleed, and if you talk of cabbages 
while looking at the moon you will 
hurt the feelings ef the man In it.—Tit- 
Bits.
In Saxon Times.
In Norman and Saxon times an ox 
was always roasted whole over the 
Yule log at Christmas.
: HE BELLOWED OUT THE ONE WORD “ MA-
j e s t a e t !”
! gold twenty and ten mark pieces and 
; another of silver five mark pieces. His 
! majesty fills his pockets when he goes 
: walking in the parks a t Potsdam, and 
I the little children and old men and 
! women who are fortunate enough to 
[ meet him or soldiers standing sentry,
| stamping in the snow, are certain of a 
j gift, accompanied not infrequently by 
a joke.
The kaiser’s best side is seen at 
Christmas. There Is a story current 
that once near the palace of Sans 
| Soucl the kaiser came upon a half 
frozen sentinel with very red nose and 
I eyes. The sentinel, with stiff fingers, 
brought his rifle to the salute.
“Cold, day,” said his majesty. The 
sentinel did not reply, but his teeth 
chattered.
"How long have you been on duty?” 
asked the kaiser. Still no reply.
“Stupid!” said his majesty. "Why 
don’t you speak when 1 address you?”
The sentinel moved his jaws and lips, 
but no word escaped. The kaiser burst 
out laughing and, turning to his ad­
jutant, said:
“Take this chap into the palace, put 
him before a fire, thaw him out, par-, 
tlcularly his jaws, see he gets a big 
hot drink and a big feed, and, here,” 
turning to the sentry, “take this and 
drink my health and the empress’!”
The soldier found voice at last. He 
bellowed out the one word “Majes- 
taet!”
The empress is always practical with 
her gifts. Every year her majesty 
grows more popular among the best el­
ements of the people. Her unassuming 
ways, entire freedom from hauteur, 
consideration for servants and kindly 
Interest In the welfare of the poor and 
helpless endear her In ever widening 
circles of Germans. She Is fond of pre­
senting ladies with costly lace.
The young princes, headed by the 
crown prince, show little discrimina­
tion in their gifts—scarf pins, rings, 
dogs, cigarette cases, matchboxes, and 
so on, being their staple gifts, varied 
sometimes by a book, a picture or a 
statuette. Victoria Louise’s gifts of 
dolls to her friends are numerous. To 
favored friends she does not mind pre­
senting kitchen ranges and furnished 
dolls’ houses. She Is In close asso­
ciation with the matrons’ and soldiers’ 
orphanages at Potsdam, and . the num­
ber of little girls who receive her gifts 
is enormous. Stores of oranges and 
honey cakes are collected by her for 
distribution on Christmas eve.—New 
York World.
An Old Christmas Custom.
A century or two ago there was a 
custom In Germany for all the parents 
In a town or village to send the pres­
ents they designed for their children to 
one chosen individual, who called at 
each house clad In a motley robe, a 
mask and a huge flaxen wig. Knock­
ing on the door, he called In a loud 
voice for all the good children to ap­
pear and receive the gifts which the 
Christ Child, the Christ-Kindleln, had 
sent them. This was the primeval 
Kriss Kringle. Coleridge describes this 
custom and records that the bad little 
enildren had a rod left for their cor­
rection.—Brooklyn Citizen.
QUEER CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Some of the Things Found by the 
British Dead Letter Office.
During the ten days preceding Christ­
mas about 190,000 parcels are handled 
every twenty-four hours by British 
postoffice officials, or approximately 
1,750,000 for the entire ten days during 
which the rush lasts.
The-contents of many of the parcels 
are, to say the least, somewhat curi­
ous, says the Pictorial Magazine. A 
hamper of live leeches, for instance, 
seems a strange sort of NChristmas 
gift. So does an artificial leg. Yet 
both of these were among the parcels 
“treated” last Christmas. Another long 
coffin shaped box excited suspicion on 
account of the odor emanating there­
from. On opening It, however, nothing 
more dreadful was found than a young 
alligator In a dormant condition. An­
other evil smelling hamper was found 
to contain no fewer than 300 dead 
mice, While yet a third inclosed a de­
funct puppy consigned for postmortem 
purposes to an eminent surgeon.
Christmas presents of live animals 
are constantly being sent through the 
post notwithstanding the fact that the 
practice Is strictly prohibited. Pigeons, 
rabbits, white mice, rats, ferrets, silk­
worms, lizards, snakes, guinea pigs 
and even on one occasion a pet lamb 
have all been dealt with at some pe­
riod or other.
No longer ago than last Christmas 
eve a box was Intercepted containing 
150 live frogs, and a short time before 
twelve healthy young adders were dis­
covered In an Innocent looking hamper 
which was supposed to contain poultry.
Some of the lnclosures are decidedly 
sarcastic. Of this class was a two foot 
long cane bearing the indorsement: "A 
Christmas present for Johnny. For 
outward application only. To be well 
rubbed in.”
KING HEROD’S ROOSTER.
T h . Legend of St. Stephen, First of 
the Noble Army of Martyrs.
Ever since th a t’ first Christmas eve 
the cock has crowed all night long on 
the anniversary to keep away evil 
spirits, for the cock is a holy bird and 
a knowing one. There Is a pleasant 
tale of him and | St. Stephen, the first 
martyr, whose day is Dec. 23, close by 
his dear Lord’s.
St. Stephen was King Herod’s stew­
ard, It seems, who served him in the 
kitchen and at table. One night as be 
was bringing in the boar’s head for b!s 
master’s dinner he saw the star siith­
ing over Bethlehem. Immediately he 
set down the huge platter aud ex­
claimed :
“No longer, Herod, will I be thy serv­
ant, for a greater King than tiiou Is 
born.”
“What alleth thee?” cried the king 
wrathfully. “Do you lack meat or 
drink that you would desert my serv­
ice for another’s?”
“Nay,” answered Stephen; “1 lack 
neither meat nor drink, but the Child 
that is born this night Is greater than 
all of us, and him only will I serve.”
“That is as true,” quoth Herod, smit­
ing the table with his fist, “as that this 
roast cock on the platter shall crow be­
fore us.”
Hardly were the words out of his 
mouth when the cock stretched his 
neck aud crowed lustily, “Christns nn- 
tus est!” At this proof that Stephen’s 
words were true Herod was so angry 
that he made his soldiers take Stephen 
outside the walls of Jerusalem and 
stone him to death. And this is the 
reason why unto this day St. Stephen 
is the patron of stonecutters.—Abbie 
Farwell Brown in Llppincott’s Maga­
zine.
THE NEWSBOYS’ PIE.
It Took Man Who Looked Like Bing­
ham to Find It.
Tramp! Tramp! Tramp! Two hun­
dred and fifty pairs of little feet, keep­
ing step, are marching to dinner In the 
New York newsboys’ lodging house. 
Five hundred pairs more are restlessly 
awaiting their turn upstairs. In prison, 
hospital and almshouse the great 
city is host and gives of her plenty. 
Here an unknown friend has sprehd a 
generous repast for the waifs who all 
the rest of the days shift for them­
selves as best they can—turkey, cof­
fee and pie, with vegetables to fill in. 
As the file of eagle eyed youngsters 
passes down the long tables there are 
swift movements of grimy hands, and 
shirt waists bulge, ragged coats rag 
at the pockets. Hardly is tbe file seat­
ed when the plaint rises: “I ain’t got 
no pie! It got swiped on me!” Seven 
despoiled ones' hold up their hands.
The superintendent laughs—it is 
Christmas eve. He taps one tentative­
ly on the bulging shirt. “What have 
you here, my lad?”
“Me pie,” responds he, with an inno­
cent look. “I was scart it would get 
stole.”
A little fellow who has been eying 
one of the visitors attentively takes his 
knife out of his mouth and points it at 
him with conviction.
“I know you.” he pipes. “You’re a 
p’lice commissioner. I seen yer picture 
in the papers. You’re Bingham!"
The clatter of knives and forks 
ceases suddenly. Seven pies creep
stealthily over the edge of the table 
and are replaced on as many plates. 
The visitors laugh. It was a ease of 
mistaken identity.—Century.
Where Be!!s Ring Underground, 
Near Raleigh, in Nottinghamshire. 
England,, there is a valley said to ha ye 
been caused by an earthquake several 
hundreds of years ago. and It is now 
usual on Christmas morning for old 
men and women to tell their' children 
and young friends'to go" to the v::”ey. 
stoop-down and hear the bells ; i:: ! 





COLLEGE VILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.
E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, December 26, 1907.
A Merry  Christmas
And a Happy New Year to a l l!
* * * *
As human nature is constituted the vast 
majority of individuals find it impossible to
bold universal sway over all men and over all 
nations.
THIRD OBJECTION.—It is neither peace nor 
justice, but righteousness, that exaltetb a nation.
ANSW ER.—Righteousness is simply do­
ing what is right. What is just is always 
right; what is unjust is always wrong. It be­
ing the first principle of justice that men 
shall not be judges in their own causes, to re­
fuse to submit to judge or arbitrate is unjust, 
hence not right, for the essence of righteous­
ness is justice. Therefore, men who place 
justice or righteousness above peace practi­
cally proclaim, as it appears to me, that they 
will commit injustice and discard righteous­
ness by constituting themselves sole judges 
of thffir own cause in violation of law, justice 
and right.
WHITE PLAGUE LED 
IN PENNA ’S DEATHS
Claimed 10,780 Victims During 
the Year 1906.
CHILDREN’S I L L S  FATAL
Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 23. — Thera 
were 123,132 deaths in Pennsylvania 
In the year 1906, according to the 
records of the bureau of vital statis­
tics of the state department of health. 
Of these 114,435 are treated statisti­
cally in the annual report of the de­
partment. The balance, 8679, were 
still births.
These statistical tables show a nun-
live for self alone. Here and there a mortal— 
contracted in mental development and ex­
traordinarily sordid in disposition—figures 
as an exception. The great mass of humanity 
typifies mutual helpfulness in multifold ways, 
recognizing more or less clearly the natural 
dependence of one upon the other for the 
securement of all that helps to make life 
worth liviug—to make life brighter and 
better. It is well that there should be 
special occasions and opportunities, red-letter 
days, for manifestations of considerate, social, 
charitable, helpful, and cheering influences, 
when good will blends with the halo of im­
pressive and elevating ideals—when the Ser­
mon on the Mount can be accentuated as an 
uplifting factor; when good cheer bids de­
spair depart and the merriment of children 
and adults alike unite zest and pleasure on 
festal days. Humanity is ever in need of the 
sunshine of good cheer, of the ideals which 
encourage and uplift; of the exchange of filial 
and social amentities which illumine the 
paths of life so often beset with the errors of 
weakness; with griefs and discouragements. 
There can be no happiness where the sordid­
ness of living crowds out the sense of mutual 
encouragment, or the inclination thatprompts* 
the giving of a lift or a helping hand to 
others; and life, without happiness, is a 
failure, except as an object of relative com-
Civilized man has reached the conclusion 
that he meets the claims of justice and of 
right only by upholding the present reign of 
law. Our pressing duty is  to extend its be­
nignant reign to combinations of men called 
nations. What is right for each individual 
must be right for the nation. This union of 
law and justice, insuring “Peace and good­
will among men,” through disinterested tri­
bunals, is “righteousness which exalteth a 
nation.” The demand that interested parties 
shall s it in judgment is the “self-righteous­
ness that degrades a nation.”
FOURTH OBJECTION.—We cannot permit our 
country to be dishonored by any power.
ANSW ER.—Our country cannot be dis­
honored by any power or by all the powers 
combined. No man can be dishonored by 
any other men. I t  is impossible. All honor- 
wounds are self-inflicted. We ourselves only 
can dishonor ourselves, or our country. One 
sure way of doing so is to insist upon the un­
lawful and unjust demand that we sit as 
judges in our own cause instead of offering to 
abide by the decision of a disinterested court 
or tribunal. Having offered peaceful settle­
ment to our opponent, we havedone our duty. 
If then attacked, it becomes our duty to de­
fend our country, ourselves, family, and 
friends; but that which makes it so, also 
makes it our holy duty not to attack the 
country, homes and lives of others.
Since war decides not who is right, but 
only who is strong, it is difficult to under­
stand how a moral being can conscientiously 
appeal to it before exhausting all peaceable
ber of Interesting facts in reference 
to deaths in Pennsylvania. The death 
rate per 1000 of population was 16.5.
Of the total deaths <2,642 occurred 
among males and 51,793 among fe­
males, giving a death rate per thou­
sand of each sex of 17.8 for males and 
15.2 for females.
Thirty-four per cent, of all deaths 
occurred to children under five years 
of age, and 24.3 per cent to children 
less than one year old.
There were 3917 deaths from ty­
phoid fever in the entire state. No 
other epidemic disease occasioned to 
many fatalities. The rate per 100,000 
of population was 56.5.
Diphtheria was responsible for 2438 
deaths in the year. Of this number 
1531 occurred to children finder five 
years of age, and 648 to children from 
five to nine years.
Deaths from scarlet fever numbered 
577, and the death rate per 100,000 of 
population was 8.3.
There were 1463 deaths from 
measles, the rate per 100,000 of popu­
lation being 21.1. Measles, which is 
popularly regarded as an inevitable 
disease of childhood, and not of seri­
ous consequence, furnished two and 
one-balf times the number of deaths 
of scarlet fever, and three-fifths of the 
number from diphtheria. The second 
year of life contributed the greatest 
number of deaths.
There were 1650 deaths from 
whooping cough, another disease that 
is regarded with too little concern by 
parents.
Tuberculosis was responsible for 
10,780 deaths In the year, 9258 being 
due to tuberculosis of the lungs, or 
consumption. Tuberculosis caused 
one-tenth of all deaths from diseases 
in the state, and there is no doubt 
that many deaths are returned under 
other causes which rightfully should 
be charged to tuberculosis.
Deaths from cancer in all forms 
numbered 4208. Of the total deaths 
from cancer 2924 occurred in females
parison. Those who would accomplish most means. and 1484 in males. Deaths of males exceeded those of females from cancel
in this generation must pay persistent heed 
to the duties and obligations arising from the 
natural relations existing between the indi­
vidual units of Society, and among such 
duties and obligations are found those which 
demand benignancy of effort and resulting 
good cheer and en courage ment to all to bear 
the heavier burdens of life.
I n making up the House Committees 
Speaker Cannon appointed Congressman 
Wanger chairman of the committee on Ex­
penditures in the Post Office Department, 
and a member of the important Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce Committee. Our 
Congressman deserved the recognition he re­
ceived from Speaker Cannon.
of the mouth and of the skin.
Pneumonia was the cause of 7415 
deaths.
Diarrhoea and enteritis, which in 
elude cholera infantum, caused 11,249 
or 65.1 per cent of the total deaths in 
the state, and 87.1 or 9796 occurred 
in children under two years of age. 
This is an enormous loss of infant life 
from this single cause.
STRIKE DELAYS FUNERAL
Mourner Refused to Ride In Cab Driven
Right on the line of “Peace on Earth, 
Good Will to Men,” are the following ob­
jections and answers recently submitted to 
the public by the American Branch of the 
Association for International Conciliation, of 
New York, and the editor of the I ndepend­
ent , who heartily endorses every answer, 
sincerely hopes that all the readers of this 
paper will carefully and thoughtfully read 
the objections and answers:
FIRST OBJECTION.—Nations cannot submit all 
questions for arbitration.
ANSW ER.—Some of them have recently 
done so by treaty. So much for the claim 
that nations cannot submit all questions. 
They have done it.
SECOND OBJECTION.—Justice is higher than 
peace.
ANSWER.—The first principle of natural 
justice forbids men to be judges when they 
are parties to the issue. All law rests upon 
this throughout the civilized world. Were a 
judge known to s it upon a case in which he 
was secretly interested he would be dishon­
ored and expelled from his high office.
If an individual refused to submit his 
dispute with a neighbor to disinterested 
parties (arbiters or judges) and insisted upon 
being his own judge, he would violate the 
first principles of justice. If he resorted to 
force in defense of his right to judge, he 
would be dishonored as a breaker of the law. 
Thus peace with justice is secured through 
arbitration, either by court or by tribunal, 
never by one of the parties sitting as judge of 
his own cause.
Nations, being only aggregates of indi­
viduals, they will not reach justice in their 
judgments until the same rule holds good, 
v iz .: That they, like the individuals, shall 
not sit as judges in their own causes. What 
is unjust for individuals is unjust for nations. 
Justice is justice, exchangeable, and should
F rom the Pottstown Blade: “In days of 
chattel slavery, about the last resort to look 
for help toward the abolishment of the wrong 
was the slave himself. We would, therefore, 
advise Bro. Moser to go slow on his inquiries 
as to the opinion of the Ardmore Chronicle on 
this particular subject, which paper is  edited 
by a womau. The Blade is not edited by a 
woman, but we believe in giving every human 
being an equal say in the government and 
when we say ‘government’ we include even 
matters of the household and the office.”
When James Slocum, the father of Mrs. 
Russell Sage, failed in business many years 
ago, he was set upon his feet again by a loan 
made to him by Ezekiel Oiiphant. He repaid 
the loan, but his daughter wished to make 
further afeknowledgement of her gratitude, 
and has recently given $10,000 to be divided 
among Moses, Mary, Margaret, and Libby 
Oiiphant, who are all school teachers of Des- 
Moines, Iowa, and children of her father’s 
friend. Mrs. Sage has a good memory, evi­
dently; and some thought for other people, 
too.
State Highway Commissioner Joseph 
W. Hunter, having been adversely criticised 
by som£ newspapers for his appointment of 
road inspectors, Frederic W. Fleitz, Deputy 
Attorney General, has rendered an opinion to 
the effect that it is both the right and duty of 
the State Commissioner to employ inspectors 
to oversee thè work of road building under 
the new law; that the purpose of the legisla­
tion is  to secure proper and adequate returns 
for large sums of money expended, and that 
such purpose cannot be realized without some 
system  of daily inspection.
F boh the Baltimore Sud: The Massachusetts wo­
man who tied her husband to the kitchen door while 
she did the housework has the right idea of how to 
dispose of mollycoddles.
By Non-Union Driver,
Scranton, Pa., Dec. 24.—The team­
sters’ strike was the occasion of a 
rather sensational Incident at a 
funeral In West Scranton.
One of the mourners, on learning 
that the carriage which he had hired 
was driven by a non-union man, re­
fused to ride in it. Thereupon the 
president of the Liverymen’s and Un­
dertaker’s association ordered all the 
other carriage back to their respec­
tive liveries. While the carriages were 
being emptied, friends of the family 
of the deceased persuaded the man 
who would not be driven by a non­
union driver to change his determina­
tion, and after about an hour’s delay 
the funeral proceeded to  the church.
After the incident the Employers’ 
association gave out a statement that 
if any person at a funeral objects to 
any driver on any carriage all the car­
riages ordered for the funeral will he 
ordered back to the liveries, and those 
who want to attend the funeral will 
have to walk.
P. R. R. Sued For 91,000,000.
Johnstown, Pa., Dec. 24.—The Penn­
sylvania Railroad company was made 
defendant in suits for over $1,000,000 
damages brought by-the Pennsylvania 
Coal & Coke company and the Web­
ster Coal A Coke company. The al­
legation is made that for four years 
the railroad company has discrimi­
nated against the prosecutors In the 
matter of coal cars, and that rebates 
have been granted to  the Glen White 
Coal company.
Boy_Suffocated In F ire He Started.
Hamburg, Pa., Dec. 23.—Mrs. Harry 
Sulky put her five-year-old son snug 
In bed, and then, with her husband, 
did some work outside of the house. 
When they re-entered the house, they 
found the child’s room on fire. The 
little son had crawled from his bed, 
played with matches and was suffo­
cated.
Safetypin Kills a Baby.
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 23.—Swallowing 
an open safetypin, Thomas, the six- 
months-old son of John Reed, of Tower 
City, died of his injuries. The baby 
was brought to the Pottsville hospital, 
where it was found that the pin was 
caught in the throat. Though the pin 
was removed, the child died, tht 
throat having been so lacerated that
l&flUBfiUtUttl pi it* -
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HOLIDAY GOODS
_ A _ T
Greatlp Reduced prices,
This is a Splendid Bargain Oppor­
tunity for Late Shoppers.
SSrendlinger's.
N O R R I S T O W N .  P * J
T h e  B ig  C lo th in g  E v en t! 
C raw ford’s C learance Sale.
Everything at Reduced Prices.
All New and Stylish Clothing.
SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,
Main and Cherry (Streets, Norristown, Pa.
FALL, and W INTER HATS 
AND CARS.
Nobby Fall Caps, 25 and 50c. Winter Caps, air styles, 50c. up.
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles,
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores 
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
m i. 38 B. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
IT IS ALWAYS
in the line of thrift to put your idle cents 
and dollars to work earning interest. The
C0LLEGEVILLE
0 . E O .  A. W EN  K IC K ,
—  D E A L E R  I N  —
Stoves, Ranges, 
Hot Air Furnaces,
C O L L E G E  V IL L E , PA.
NATIONAL B il l Tin Roofing and Spenting Done with Best equality Material.
PAYS 3 PER CENT, on time deposits for 
every day money is on deposit in its sav­
ings department, and 2 PER CENT, on 
active accounts.
This young financial institution has now 
over 600 depositors; it is moving forward 
with steady strides, and its management, 
thankful for present patronage, cordially 
invites the favors of new depositors and 
customers.
Safety boxes for securities and valuable 
papers in fire and burglar-proof vaults 
rented at reasonable rates.
Precious Stones 
lave a Value
of their own and they may be changed 
from one setting to another at the 
option of the owner. When you buy 
precious stones buy the best; you can­
not bee too critical.
Have a rare collection of gems which 
they would be glad to have you see. 
The most careful buyer will be pleased 
with their values and prices. You 
wiU also find fine gold and silver 
watches, and exquisite Jewelry of 
every description.
J. D. SALLADE,




Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladles’ No­
tions are being closed out a t greatly re­
duced prices.
Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Ma in  8 t .,  N ear  Sta tio n ,
COLLEGEVILLB, PA.
Roofs. Repaired and Repainted. Stove 
Castings and Fire Biicks Supplied. Jobbing 
promptly attended to. 44.
it is an easy matter to inquire of ns sod 
we will certainly be pleased to give yoffl 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you the 
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
89 E. Main Street,Norristown, r&-
C H EA P FARM.
miles from station, lj i  miles from 
trolley, 40 acres, 8-room stone bouse, 
lawn, shade, fruits, meadow, good out­
buildings. Price 92000. Cash 11000, bal­
ance mortgage at 4 percent.
G O T W A L S  & BEYER,
56 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN,
UNDER
New Management
IN COLLEGEVILLE formerly conducted 
by Adolf Horn, and is prepared to ^  
the public with first-class bread, c ^  
cream puffs, pies, &c. Every effort ^  
made to please patrons. The favors 
public solicited. -,
CHARLES
Th e  b l a sic s  pianos. le I have taken the agency W  t haT8 
of the Blasius Pianos. These P‘a!Ltatio» 
a wide and most excellent reP pjaDo 
among musicians. A new Blasxu 
on exhibition at my home.
HENRY YOST, J**-> p
CoUegevitM; j8-1.
Advertís« Your Sale* *B 
Independent.




Y O U  O-AulST G E T  -A.T
HERMAN WETZEL’S,
166 and 68 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN, PA.
T H E E
OHIO GAS ENGINE
IS SUPERIOR IN
Economy, - Efficiency, - Regulation, - Durability
It is Equally Efficient with GAS, ALCOHOL, GASOLINE, DIS 
'TILLATE or KEROSENE. All sizes, £ to 50 H. P. The Ohio Engines 
■are among the very best engines on the market and are sold at reasonable 
[prices. We keep one in stock for demonstration. Come and see it before 
[you purchase.
Landes M ill Works, Yerkes, Pa.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  F O R
Men’s Furnishing Goods !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
hon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS 
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
W M .  E C . G I L B E R T .
10- 18.





AND EVERY OTHER DAY OF THE YEAR.
This year I have a greater variety than ever and all who have ever 
visited my immense warerooms know what that means.
The Dulk of My Business
is with old customers who come back year after year because I have given 
entire satisfaction. You will be pleased if.you start.
Sole agent for the
Globe-Wernicke Sectional Book Cases.
A fine line carried in stock.
■3K CHRISTMAS TOYS MS-
Doll Carts, Tables, and a Variety of Other Articles.
S O T T V E l s T U R S  F R E E .
Every purchaser will be presented with a useful souvenir free.
G U S  E G O L F





Kdi ® a;cre farm, $1000; 55 acres along 
K t anl  troll®y> *5000: 20 acres, $2100; 2 [S'?' first-class residence, easy terms, 
•WO; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91 
"houses, large barn, $3200; 80acres, 
•W0; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14- 
room mansion, bath, hot and cold water, 






G ran ite  
W  o rk s ,
^  149 High St.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
*■* Estimates lurn- 
***** Tree of Charge.
STRONG POINTS.
S A FET Y
A Capital of $125,000.
A  S u rp lu s of $125.000.
A Strong Board of. Directors that direct. 
A Competent Loan Committee to pass 
all loans.
A Competent Auditing Committee mak­
ing regular examinations.
All officers and employes securely bonded.
SER V IC E
A modern and complete office Equipment. 
Prompt and courteous attention to cus­
tomers.




A Safe Deposit Department.
Above are a few of our Strong Points. 
If they appeal to you we shall be pleased 
to have you call and share your business 
with us.
Penn Trnst Co.
The Company that pays 3 per 
cent, interest for every day 
the money Is  on 
deposit.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Subscribe Ihr The Independent. 
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR.
RESCUE WORK STOPPED
Deadly Gases In Mine a t Jacobs Creel, 
Menaced Men.
Jacob’s Creek, Pa., Dec. 24.—Search 
for the victims of last Thursday’s ex­
plosion In the Darr mine of the Pitts­
burg Coal company, was practically 
suspended because It could only be 
continued at great risk of sacrificing 
the lives of those In the rescuing party.
Gas in ominous volume was encoun­
tered, the deadly fire damp especially 
menacing the men. Forty-six bodies 
had been brought to the surface and a 
number of others had been located 
when those In charge of the rescue 
work called a halt.
Practically all estimates of the num­
ber of dead now exceed 225. The com­
pany’s revised list of missing now con­
tains 229 names and most other esti­
mates even higher.
;r  w e d d i n g
HALTED BY RIVAL
Sessie Soden Through W ith Man 
Claimed by Misa Proctor.
HE MAY WED OTHER GIRL
$35,000 For Monongah Sufferers.
Pittsburg, Dec. 24. — The executive 
committee of the Carnegie Hero Fund 
commission awarded $35,000 to the suf­
ferers of the Mononga, W. Va., mine 
disaster, which occurred Dec. 6. The 
money will be turned over to the Mo­
nonga relief committee and used as 
this committee sees fit. The award is 
made under the Carnegie deed of trust 
which designates that any surplus in 
the hero fund can be applied to relief 
work occasioned by great disasters.
SAW MAN FREEZE TO DEATH
Victim In Plain View, But Beyond 
Reach of Rescuers.
Providence, R. L, Dec. 23.—In view 
of 200 people, who were powerless to 
extend aid, Alfred Jackson, twenty- 
two years old, was frozen to death 
while standing on a rock under the 
Falls of the Pawtuxet river. Jackson, 
with two companions, L. P. Mathew- 
son and Jackson’s brother Arthur, had 
been carried over the faUs in a canoe. 
The other two young men were res­
cued with great difficulty and are In a 
critical condition from exposure.
Persons on shore threw lifelines and 
rescued Arthur Jackson and Mathew- 
son, who had floated down stream. 
Alfred Jackson, in the meanwhile, re­
mained standing up to his waist in 
water close under the falls, and when 
the rescuers threw a line to him, ex­
pecting to pull him to a place of safe­
ty, they found they were unable to 
move him. In the roar of the cataract 
his shouts could not be heard, but it 
was evident that one of his legs had 
become caught under a rock or some 
other object under water.
Several attempts were made to res­
cue him In the next half hour, Jackson 
assisting until cold rendered him un­
conscious, or at least helpless. Noth 
Ing further could be done and a large 
crowd on a bridge nearby was forced 
to stand idle and see Jackson freeze 
to death.
STABBED ON STREET
Daring Black Hand Crime a t H arris­
burg, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 21.—Tony Den­
nis, an Italian resident of this city, 
was perhaps fatally stabbed on Mar­
ket street In the midst of the shopping 
district, by an Italian known as Jim. 
the “Organ Grinder,” for refusing t« 
pay money to him. Dennis received s 
letter several days ago demanding 
cash, but paid no attention to it. Ht 
was stabbed twice in the presence oi 
hundreds of people and his assailant 
escaped In the crowds. In a statement 
to the police Dennis said that “Jim’’ 
had demanded money before striking 
him with the knife. He blames tha 
Black Hand.
Shot Enemy and Himself.
Mahanoy City, Pa., Dec. 23.—Wil­
liam Snyder shot and severely wound­
ed Robert Kelly here, and then, turn­
ing the revolver upon himself, inflict­
ed fatal wounds. Kelly worsted Sny 
der in a fight. The latter went home 
and got his revolver, sought out Kelly 
and shot him in the 'mouth. He then 
turned the pistol against his breast 
and shot himself five times. Kelly will 
recover.
Landslide Leaves Trqlley In Midair, 
Pittsburg, Dec. 24.—An electric car, 
crowded with passengers bound from 
Beechvlew, a suburb, to this city, nar­
rowly escaped a serious accident when 
a portion of the roadbed slid down 
an embankment, leaving the car and 
tracks suspended In midair. There 
was a mild panic among thé passen­
gers, but all were iiaken from the cai 
In safety. Heavy rains caused the ac­
cident.
Great-Granddaughter’s Birth Kills Her 
Grand Rapids, Mich., Dec. 24.—Mrs 
Harley Lyon, one of the oldest resi­
dents of this city, died suddenly of 
heart failure. Her son-in-law, Profes 
sor Greacon, of the high school, was 
reading a letter from Mrs. Lyons' 
granddaughter, Mrs. Carl Adams, of 
Cleveland, announcing the birth of a 
great-granddaughter to Mrs. Lyon, 
when the aged woman toppled ovei 
and soon expired.
Headache Powders May Cause Death.
Erie, Pa., Dec. 23.—Four headache 
powders taken in succession may 
cause the death of Arthur V. Eichen 
laub, the son of V. D. Eichenlaub, a 
wealthy local contractor. The young 
man, unconscious and kept alive only 
by the constant application of power 
ful stimulants, Is a patient in St. Vlu 
cent’s hospital here. His recovery is 
doubtful.
Georgia Bank Fails.
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 23.—Following a 
two-days’ investigation of the affairs 
of the Neal bank, one of the largesi 
state depositories In Georgia, it wa) 
decided to put the affairs of the In­
stitution Into the hands of the stati 
bank examiner. The bank has deposits 
of over $2.000,000*
Philadelphia, Dec. 24.—That the dra­
matic Interruption of the wedding of 
Charles J. Taylor with Miss Bessie 
Soden was the result of a pre-arranged 
plan formed by Taylor with his other 
sweetheart, Miss Elizabeth Proctor, is 
declared by Miss Proctor’s mother. 
Notwithstanding a “grandstand play” 
by Taylor with a butcher knife in the 
presence of the rivals, she says he did 
not care for Miss Soden anyway, and 
wanted to get out of his promise to 
wed her.
Miss Soden lives at 1624 South Sec­
ond street. She was at her home with 
her family, eagerly looking forward to 
the hour of 3.30 o'clock, when she was 
to be wedded to Taylor at St. John.s 
Episcopal church, by Rev. R. K. 
Yerkes.
The doorbell rang, and a young wo 
man wearing a veil was admitted to 
the house. She announced that she 
was Elizabeth Proctor, of 2737 Mont­
gomery avenue, and startled the group 
by pointing a t Taylor, who was sitting 
beside Miss Soden, and declaring that 
the wedding should not take place.
“It was not in the afternoon that the 
affair happened, as was reported,” said 
Miss Soden, in talking about her inter­
rupted wedding, “Miss Proctor ap­
peared while we were eating breakfast. 
Mr. Taylor had spent the night before 
a t our house and was to prepare for 
the wedding there.
“When Miss Proctor made her an­
nouncement we demanded to know 
what she meant, and then she told us 
that Mr. Taylor had promised to marrv 
her and had courted her for several 
years. I did not believe her, and we 
required her to write down her accusa­
tions. She did it, and we asked Mr. 
Taylor for an explanation. He denied 
all that Miss Proctor had said, and got 
much excited. He rose from his chair, 
and, seizing a butcher knife, held it 
out to me, and then unbuttoned his 
coat and waistcoat, and said, ‘If you 
do not believe me, plunge this knife 
Into my heart.’
"1 paid no attention to that remark, 
of course, and Mr. Taylor hurriedly 
left the room. I found him a few min­
utes later putting on his wedding 
clothes. I asked him what he was 
doing, and he appeared too dazed to 
reply. Then he left the house, and I 
have not seen him since.”
“I am through with him,” continued 
Miss Soden, “I -kpew nothing of his 
affair-1 with Miss Proctor, and I shall 
have nothing more to do with him. I 
shall certainly never marry him.”
The young woman’s face showed no 
sign of grief, and her manner exhibited 
more of scorn than any other emotion.
Mrs. Margaret Proctor, mother of 
Elizabeth, said: “Mr. Taylor became 
acquainted with my daughter after he 
had promised to marry Miss Soden. 
He then fell in love with my daughter 
and regretted his other attachment 
He has been trying since to sever his 
connection with Miss Soden.
“Was it fixed up between Taylor and 
Miss Proctor to stop the wedding?” 
Mrs. Proctor was asked.
“Yes, that is true,” she replied. “They 
planned to break it up at the last mo­
ment. It was decided that my daugh­
ter should go down to Miss Soden’s 
house Just before the ceremony.”
Mrs. Proctor said that no other at­
tempts had been made by her daughter 
to interfere, and that now that the 
other affair was off, Taylor expected to 
marry Miss Proctor. When this will 
be, however, the mother did not know.
JOHN MITCHELL IMPROVED
President of Mine W orkers to Be 
Taken Home.
Indianapolis, Dec. 23. — President 
John Mitchell, of the United Mine 
Workers, who has been critically ill, 
will return to his home in Spring Val­
ley, 111., according to an announce­
ment made by his physician. The con­
dition of Mr. Mitchell has so far im­
proved that he was able to sit up in 
bed much of the time and partake of 
considerable nourishment. Mr. Mitch­
ell was strong enough to discuss office 
affairs with some of his callers. He 
was in good spirits and looks for­
ward to his return home with confi­
dence in his ultimate recovery after 
he has had sufficient rest.
Negro Admits Killing Romer.
Philadelphia, Dec. 21.—George Wil­
son, alias Williams, the negro under 
arrest here in connection with the 
murder of Frederick R. Romer, at 
Orange, N. J„ made a partial confes­
sion of guilt, according to Captain of 
Detectives Donaghy. He says that 
Wilson admits killing Romer, but de­
clares that he struck the man in self- 
defense. This bit of light on the sub­
ject is the first that the police have 
been able to wrest from the prisoner.
Christm as Package Swindler.
Newark, N. J., Dec. 24.—The Christ 
mas package swindler is operating in 
this city. The swindler rings a door­
bell at a house, displays a receipt 
book and a package addressed to the 
person who lives in the house. The 




John Sharp Williams and Mr. De* 
Armond Punch Each Other.
ROW OVER COMMITTEE BERTHS
Washington, Dec. 20.—The spirit of 
rivalry that for five years has alter­
nately smouldered and blazed between 
John Sharp Williams (Miss.) leader 
of the minority, and David A. DeAr- 
mond (Mo.) leader of the minority 
opposition, culminated in a fist fight
✓
L
• * 1 5 »
JO H N  I H A B F  W H .IXA .M S.
on the floor of the house of represent­
atives. The blows of Representative 
DeArmond caused blood to flow down 
the face of Representative Williams, 
and on the forcible intervention of 
friends cut the combat short. Mr. De­
Armond bore away a scuffed nose.
The immediate cause of the fight was 
the passing of the lie by Mr. DeArmond 
to Mr. Williams, resultant of a com­
plaint by the former that the minority 
leader had broken faith in “burying” 
Representative Booher (Mo.) by re­
commending his assignment by Spea­
ker Cannon to the committee on coin­
age, weights and measures. Accord­
ing to the statements of the principals 
Mr. Williams defended his action by 
declaring he had been told by Mr. 
Booher’s colleague, Representative 
Lloyd (Mo.) that the committee as 
signment would be satisfactory to Mr. 
Booher. Mr. DeArmond blunted ques 
tioned the truth of the statement, and 
after the failure of an effort on his 
part to transfer the scene of contro 
versy, Mr. Williams struck Mr. De 
Armond a blow in the face with closed 
fist.
The house having just broken up, 
groups of representatives were stand 
ing or sitting about, discussing the 
committee appointments that had 
been announced by the speaker. 
Among them were Mr. Williams and 
Mr. DeArmond. They were engaged 
in very earnest talk but their voices 
were low and they attracted no espe­
cial attention. Suddenly both men 
sprang to their feet and began striking 
each other.
So startled and so astounded were 
the members of the house and the of­
ficials that for a moment no one offer­
ed to Interfere and the leader of the 
minority and the member from Miss­
ouri lunged back and forth between 
the desks, both swaying wildly and 
each in apparent danger of going down 
Blood was flowing freely from a gash 
in Mr. Williams’ cheek when Assistant 
Sergeant-at-Arms Sinnott sprang be 
tween them, grasped Mr. DeArmond 
and held him back while represent­
atives and attendants, following suit, 
effected a separation.
WASTED BIG FORTUNE
6 tew art Hyde Spent $250,000 In Ten 
Years.
New York, Dec. 24.—Squandering a 
fortune of $250,000 in less than ten 
years, Stewart Hyde has become re­
duced to such abject poverty that he is 
to-day an inmate of the Hempstead 
poor farm, where he wanders about as 
if lost.
Stewart Hyde is a grandson of the 
late Isaac Hyde, a millionaire leather 
merchant. The $100,000 left him by 
his father was increased from time to 
time by bequests from other relatives. 
But he couldn’t  beat 0}ie horses, and 
now his lot is all the harder by reason 
of contrast with the other unfortunates 
about him, with whom he has nothing 
in common.
Hyde applied for admission on Satur­
day and was taken in by the superin­
tendent, who recognized him and knew 
his career.
Stewart Hyde had an ambition to 
own a string of trotting horses, and it 
was his luck to be beaten out a t the 
wire. He lost almost all he had at 
horse racing and took to “beating” the 
races with the small funds left. The 
bookmakers cleaned him out last sum­
mer.
LAWSON IN POLITICS
Frenzied Financier Will Launch a New 
Political Party.
New York, Dec. 23.—Thomas W. 
Lawson, of Boston, who on last Tues­
day called on President Roosevelt at 
the White House, and who subse­
quently said he would probably “make 
a statement to the public within a 
few days,” will soon launch a new po­
litical party. I t’s candidate for presi­
dent and vice president, according to 
the plan as announced, will be Theo­
dore Roosevelt and Governor John A. 
Johnson, of Minnesota. In his formal 
announcement Mr. Lawson avoids any 
direct statement that his chosen can­
didates have acquiesced in his politi­
cal program.
Mr. Lawson claims to have an or­
ganization in every state in the Union.
Millions of Cans.
Fittsburg, Dec. 24.—The California 
Fruit Canners’ association has Just 
closed a contract here with the Ameri­
can Can company for 300,000,000 tin 
cans, to be delivered during a period 
of five years at the rate of 60,000,000 
cans a year. The cans will be used by 
the association entirely for fruits and 
vegetables raised in California.
Her Hatpin Pierces His Eye.
Bethlehem, Pa., Dec. 23. — While 
teasing his sister, Charles Krause, of 
Slatington, failed to dodge a hatpir 
thrown by her. The pin hit Charles In 
♦u,. l« it  ove nun n tu r  luff it.
Distributed $350,000 As Christmas Gift 
Chicago, Dec. 23.—The Crane com­
pany, iron manufacturers, distributed 
$350,000 by way of a Christmas gift 
to Its 5000 employes in Chicago. The 
distribution was in accordance with a 
profit-sharing arrangement started 
eight years ago. A total of $1,850,000 
has been disbursed to employes.
Senator Mallory Dead.
Pensacola, Fla., Dec. 24. — United 
States Senator Stephen R. Mallory 
died at his home here of paralysis, af- 
ten an illness of less than a month. 
He was fifty-nine years old and was a 
veteran of the Civil War, having serv­
ed in both the army and the nary on 
the Confederate side.
CRASHED INTO WRECK
Twelve Injured On Pennsylvania' Rail­
road Express a t Bolivar, Pa.
Pittsburg, Dec. 23.—Twelve persons 
were injured, heavy property loss was 
sustained and three tracks of the 
Pennsylvania railroad were blockaded 
by two wrecks near Bolivar, Pa. Extra 
freight train No. 3084 left the rails of 
track No. 1 because of a broken rati, 
it is believed, and twenty cars were 
smashed and piled up over tracks No. 
2 and No. 3. Almost immediately after 
the accident to the freight No. 18, 
known as the Chicago mail, running at 
high speed to make up lost time, 
reached the point of track No. 2 and 
plowed into the debris with terrific 
force. Every person on the train was 
badly jolted and shaken up, many of 
the passengers being thrown from 
their seats. None of the passenger 
cars left the tracks, but a number of 
windows were broken and several per­
sons were cut by flying glass.
After a delay of three and a half 
hours the passenger train was run 
back to the first cross-over, trans­
ferred to track No. 4 and continued on 
eas t All of the injured remained on 
the train.
A $250,000 BLAZE
Big Dry Goods Store a t Wilkes-Barre, 
Pa., Burned.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Dec. 23. — On 
Sunday great volumes of smoke were 
seen pr uring out of the Globe Dry 
Goods store on the public square, one 
of the largest business houses and 
modern structures in this city. In less 
than a half hour the interior was a 
furnace of fire. The dense fog and se­
vere cold weather for a time handi­
capped the firemen.
By strenuous work of over five 
hours the adjacent brick blocks were 
saved, hut were damaged by wa:er. 
The Globe store, owned by Lang eld 
Brothers, who have been in business 
here for forty years, is a total loss. 
Everything from the basement to the 
fifth story was destroyed. The loss to 
this firm alone will reach $200,000, 
which is covered by Insurance oi 
$100,000. Two hundred salespeople are 
thrown out of employment for the 
present time.
The total loss, it is estimated, will 
reach $250,000.
FIVE-YEAR-OLD GIRL MURDERED
Body Found Concealed Along River
Bank; Four Suspects Under Arrest.
Ford City, Pa., Dec. 24.—Anna Woj- 
tola, five years old, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Walent Wojtola, was mur­
dered and her body concealed along 
the river bank where it was found..
One of a party of seven Greeks is 
suspected of the crime, and four of 
these are under arrest. They lived in 
a boarding house adjoining the Woj­
tola home.
No incentive for the crime has been 
found. There was no feud en
the houses and there Is no r ' 
of assault or abuse in any fe r  
charge of a shotgun tore tfircugi; 
child’s throat, inflicting the to: ■> 
wound. The child was last seen p'a - 
ing in the yard of her home at dusk 
on Saturday night.
Kaiser Has Thirteen Christmas Trees.
Berlin, Dec. 23.—Thirteen Christmas 
trees stand in the new palace at Pots­
dam for the members of the imperial 
family. There are two large trees in 
the center, with five smaller ones on 
the one side and six on the other, di­
minishing in size according to the age 
of those for whom they are intrude !. 
The two large trees are for the em­
peror and empress and the others for 
theix six sons and daughters, the 
wives of Crown Prince Frederick Wil­
liam and Prince Eitel and the two 
children of the crown prince.
Girl Killed By Lightning.
Reids Station, Ga., Dec. 24.- -Fedora 
Bryant, the ten-year-old daughter of 
J. D. Bryant, was instantly killed by 
a stroke of lightning that wrecked the 
house and Injured fifteen other per­
sons, but none seriously. There was a 
gathering of neighbors a t the Bryan; 
home, and the evening was being 
spent in a song service when the 
house was struck by the lightning.
A Remarkable Shooting Record.
San . Antonia, Tex., Dec. 23.—4 re­
markable shooting exhibition entier 
when A. Toepperwein completed a ten 
day shooting series, during which h 
shot at 72,500 targets and missed only 
nine. This breaks the world’s record L 
several ways, both as to the number of 
targets shot at and the number missed.
8 FARM AND GARDEN.
Farm arid 
G a r d e n
FEEDING SHEEP.
Satisfactory Device For Holding Hay, 
Silage or Grain.
Id describing a bay and grain rack a 
well known sheep feeder writes in Na­
tional Stockman and Farmer as fol­
lows:
The best kind of a device will depend 
upon what is to be done with the 
sheep. If for fattening sheep or those 
being wintered as stores 1 have never 
found a better rack than the single one
S IN O PE RACK.
shown In the cut for a side rack or to 
stand so that the back side of it will 
form an alley fence, or It may stand out 
in the pen so sheep can go all around 
it. It ean be made double, as is also pic­
tured. In either case the posts should 
be thirty inches high. The flat part of 
each side of bottom should be ten 
inches wide. The slanting pieces of 
double rack should each be ten inches 
and put together as shown. In the sin­
gle rack the slanting board should be 
fourteen inches.
The bottom strip on both racks 
should be eight and the top strip four 
Inches wide respectively. This will 
make the uprights between sheep four­
teen inches in the clear, and they 
should lap on both the bottom and 
top strip far enough to be nailed firm­
ly with clinch nails. These uprights 
should be three inches wide and plan­
ed so as to be smooth, and the distance 
apart will depend upon the size of 
sheep. Lambs will do well with them 
one foot from the centers, but larger
D o o e re  sack..
sheep should have them far enough 
apart so there will be room for sheep 
to come up and eat without crowding. 
These strips allow the sheep to come 
straight up to the rack and eat, but 
prevent one sheep from crowding all 
the others out of the rack, which a 
stout sheep is sure to do without these 
crosspieces. The slanting boards on 
the bottom have their lower edges 
slanted off so as to tit tightly upon the 
bottom board and be well nailed. 
These racks may be of any convenient 
length, but if no more than eighteen 
feet long they will need' only three 
sets of posts or legs. In these racks 
can be fed hay, silage, roots and grain 
by being cleaned of soiled or dirty 
food, which is very easily done with 
a wooden shovel made on purpose or 
by a stiff broom.
Roots For Farm Animals.
If roots are stored in a pit in the 
field a high, dry plhee should be cho­
sen. If the ground is clayey the roots 
should be placed on top of the ground. 
If it is gravelly and drainage is good 
a shallow pit about five feet wide and 
of necessary length may be shoveled 
out. The roots should be carefully 
placed in a gable shaped pile about 
five feet wide and as long as conven­
ien t A thin layer of straw should 
then be laid over the pile and this cov­
ered with six to eight inches of earth. 
'Another and thicker layer of straw 
and a final layer of earth will com­
plete the work. Ventilators should be 
placed at intervals of ten or fifteen 
feet, which should be closed when 
sweating has ceased. The pit should 
not be opened on warm days in winter. 
A ditch for drainage should be cut 
around the pit. Roots stored in this 
way do not keep as well as when 
stored in a good cellar; therefore they 
should be fed out as early as possible. 
—New York Cornell Experiment Sta­
tion.
Celery Stored In Cellars.
Where celery is stored in cellars the 
temperature should be kept ldw and 
plenty of ventilation maintained. The 
warmth and dampness of the ordinary 
cellar have a tendency to cause the 
celery to decay, but these conditions 
can frequently be overcome. Celery 
will readily absorb any odor that may 
be present in the atmosphere of the 
storage place, and care should be tak­
en to provide sanitary conditions. The 
plants should have most of their roots 
attached, and a bed of moist sand in 
which to set them should be provided.
Apple Paring Machines.
Paring machines are made for op­
erating either by band or power. The 
more recent patterns have two or even 
three forks for bolding the apples 
while they are being pared. The at­
tendant puts an apple on one of the 
forks while one on another fork is be­
ing peeled.—H. P. Gould.
ALFALFA SEED.
Great Care Should 8e Taken In Mak­
ing Proper Tests.
In an address before a Kansas alfal­
fa club F. D. Coburn said: i can sure­
ly render the members of your club 
and alfalfa growers in general no bet­
ter service in one brief communication 
than to urge upon them with emphasis 
the utmost caution and painstaking in 
securing and sowing none but the high­
est quality of seed. This quality means 
not only seed demonstrated as 90 or 
more per cent germinable, but free 
from the adulterations and impurities 
likely to be found present, most fre­
quently from carelessness or shiftless­
ness. but often from design and some­
times from both. Alfalfa seed is ex­
pensive at best, and doubly or trebly 
so if It will not krow or carries with 
it trash and quantities of other seeds 
which stock a field, a farm or a neigh­
borhood with weed pests that interfere 
with or crowd out the alfalfa, displace 
expected profit with positive loss and 
provoke bitterness of thought and 
speech.
'lo t Germinable.
Among samples of alfalfa seed offer­
ed for sale Professor Roberts of the 
Kansas experiment station found one 
with more than 88 per cent of impuri­
ties and thirty-four different kinds of 
foreign seeds, and these constituted 
31.5 per cent of the whcdb. In this lot 
were also 3.8 per cent of trash and dirt, 
and 53 per cent of the seeds true to 
name were incapable of germination. 
Another sample was 79.3 per cent im­
purities and 53.3 of the remainder val­
ueless. Twenty-six lots tested by Pro­
fessor Roberts contained an average 
of 44.1 per cent of impurities, including 
eight different kinds of foreign seeds 
amounting to 4.5 per cent, trash and 
dirt 4 per cent, and 35.8 per cent of 
what was really alfalfa seed was not 
germinable.
A Year Is Lost.
Of course, as a matter of fact, where 
bad seed is sown the actual result Is a 
weak, poor stand of alfalfa and a 
dense growth of weeds. The land has 
to be plowed up and reseeded, the use 
of the land for a year is lost, and it 
has become foul with weeds, many of 
which will be newly introduced and 
noxious in character.
These findings pointedly suggest that 
it is safe to buy seed of. only a thor­
oughly reputable dealer or grower 
whose name and guarantee stand for 
something. Get samples early and test 
them. Learn positively that it is al­
falfa seed and not something else and 
that it will grow. If more than 10 per 
cent fails to grow don’t  buy it, for 
something is wrong. Choice seed, the 
only kind worth sowing, always com­
mands a good price and is worth it.— 
Kansas Farmer.
A W ORDINANCE.A N  O R D IN A N C E  G R A N T IN G  T H E  R IG H T  
TO  T H E  C O D LE G EV 1LLE GAS C O M PA N Y , O F  
C O D L E G E V IL E E , P A .,  TO  C O N ST R U C T, AC Q U IR E, 
O P E R A T E  A N D  M A IN T A IN  GAS M A IN S , P IP E S  
A N D  N E C ESS A R Y  A T T A C H M E N T S  F O R  S U P P L Y - 
I N G  A C E T Y L E N E  OB GAS M AD E FR O M  GOAL 
OR A N Y  O T H E R  SU B STA N C E IN  T H E  BO RO U G H  
O F  T R A P P E , P A .,  A N D  D E F IN IN G  T H E  R IG H T S  
A N D  P O W E R S  O F  T H E  SA ID  C O L L E G E V IL L E  
GAS C O M PA N Y . 1
BE IT ORDAINED AND ENACTED 
by the Burgess and Town Council of the 
Borough of Trappe, Pa., in »Town Council 
assembled and by the authority thereof, is 
hereby ordained and enacted.
S ec tio n  1. Subject to the terms and condi­
tions of this ordinance, there is granted to the 
Collegeville Gas Company, its successors, les­
sees and assigns, the right and privilege of ac­
quiring, laying, using and maintaining in, 
through and along any of the public streets, 
alleys, avenues ana highways within the limits 
of the said Borough of Trappe, »a., gas mains 
and service pipes, and the necessary attach­
ments, connections and fixtures for the distri­
bution and selling of Acetylene or Gas made 
from coal or any other substance for fuel or 
illuminatiug purposes to the said Borough of 
Trappe and inhabitants thereof, at a price not 
exceeding $1.50 per hundred cubic feet.
Section 2. That before said Collegeville Gas 
Company, Its successors, lessees and assigns, 
shall open any improved or unimproved public 
streets, alleys or avenues for the purpose afore­
said, the Company shall first secure a permit 
from the Chairman of the Street Committee, 
having charge of the streets and highways, and 
whenever any such streets and highways shall 
have been dug up fur trenches, ditches or con­
duits by said Company, its successors, lessees or 
assigns, or employees, servants or workman 
thereof, the same said ditches or trenches or 
conduits shall be fully and thoroughly filled and 
tamped by said Company, its successors, lessees 
or assigns, its agents and employees or servants 
as to restore the streets, alleys or highways 
where such ditches, trenches or conduits are 
opened and closed to as good, smooth and solid 
condition for public travel as eaid streets, alleys 
or highways were before any such trenches, 
ditches or conduits were open ; and upon the 
Company’s refusal or negleptto restore the same 
to said condition, then the Borough may prop­
erly restore the same, and the said Company, 
its successors, lessees and assigns, shall be liable 
to the Borough of Trappe for any such costs in­
curred thereby.
Section 3. Any trenches, ditches or conduits 
opened in any of the said streets, alleys or high­
ways for the purpose of laying, repairing or in­
specting of said pipes or conduits, or making 
any alterations or improvements thereto shall 
be closed as soon as practicable, and shall when 
opened either wholly or in part be fully and 
sufficiently protected so that the traveling pub­
lic shall not be in danger of accident or injury 
resulting therefrom.
Section 4. That the said Company, its suc­
cessors, lessees or assigns, shall save harmless 
the said Borough of Trappe from damages 
whenever they may result to it or to any per­
son, party, corporation or partnership by reason 
of the construction, operation or maintenance 
of said pipes, conduits, attachments, fixtures, 
etc.
FINE CUCUMBERS.
Fall Preparation of Land Described by 
a Gardener.
I have been farming and gardening 
all my life, writes A. M. Dunnaron of 
Sangamon county, 111., in American 
Agriculturist. As soon as one -op is 
out of the way I begin to prepare for 
another. The ground for cucumbers is 
prepared in the fall. I begin by throw­
ing out and making- big boles, then 
filling these wit myard manure.
I throw back the top the earth 
taken out of *‘ holes. About May 1
W
PRIZE WINNERS.
the following year I sow my cucumber 
seeds in these prepared places. I use 
different kinds of the large varieties, 
several of which are shown in the ac­
companying illustration. To keep off 
cucumber beetles I use a small frame 
covered with thin cloth. This of course 
can only be utilized while the plants 
are small.
Cement Blocks For Poultry Houses.
My experience with cement blocks 
has proved to my mind that they are 
unfit for use in poultry houses. The 
poultrymen wish to avoid as far as 
possible all dampness, and what few 
cement blocks I have used on my build­
ings have been more or less porous. 
They would absorb moisture, and in 
wet weather to a degree which would 
allow it to go through the block, even 
though the blocks had considerable 
hollow space for circulation. It is pos­
sible that if the blocks were made with 
a very large proportion of cement and 
a little saftd this might to a certain 
degree be overcome. But I would 
under no circumstances use them for 
poultry houses or advise others to do 
so.—S. S. in Rural New Yorker.
I Section 5. In the case where the Collegeville 
I Gas Company, its successors, lessees or assigns, 
shall open any streets, alleys or avenue within 
! said Borough, for the purpose of laying, repair- 
! ing or altering its, pipes, no greater distance 
than 1000 feet of its streets, alleys or highways 
I shall be disturbed or encumbered at any one 
| time nor for a longer period than is necessary to 
enable the said Company, its successors, lessees 
or assigns, to complete the work as above pro- 
I vided.
| Section 6. This ordinance is granted upon 
certain express conditions and considerations 
which shall be evidenced by the Cellegeville 
Gas Company’s acceptance of the provisions of 
tnis ordinance, and the default of any such con­
ditions at any subsequent time, shall at the 
option of the Burgess and Town Council of 
Trappe annul this ordinance and cause to be 
forfeited absolutely and entirely ail rights, 
grants, franchises and privileges hereby granted 
without reimbursement or compensation what­
soever; said conditions and considerations to be 
as follows:
A. Said Company, its successors, lessees or 
assigns, shall within one year from the final 
passage of this ordinance construct and« place 
pipes along Main Street in said Borough of 
Trappe, from the Borough line of Collegeville to 
the Lamb hotel, and within five years, or 
sooner—if warranted by prospective consumers 
construct and extend pipes to the line dividing 
the Borough of Trappe and the Township of 
Upper Providence, so as to give service to all 
parties along said street between the points 
designated and also on all other streets alleys 
or highways at such time when there shall be 
sufficient demaud from prospective consumers 
of gas to warrant such extension.
B. That the Company’s plant, located in 
Collegeville, shall have a storage tank having 
sufficient capacity to supply light to all users 
thereof for at least one night.
C. That said Company, its successors, les­
sees or assigns, shall whenever required by the 
Borough oi Trappe furnish lights to said Bor­
ough in such numbers and in such places as the 
Borough shall require, subject to such terms as 
shall be mutually acceptable to said Borough 
and the said Company.
D. Said Borough reserves the right to grant 
franchises or ordinances to other persons or 
companies for the purpose of distributing Acety­
lene or other gas made from coal or any other 
substance, for fuel, light, neat, or power, to its 
inhabitants or to the municipality itself.
E. Said Company at its own expense, shall 
lay and maintain the pipes from the main to the 
inside of curb.
Section 7. That said Company hereby agrees 
to relocate and relay its pipes and conduits, at 
the expense of the Company, whenever and as 
often as may be lequirea so to do by reason of 
any change of grade of the highways wherein 
said pipes and conduits are maintained.
Section 8. This ordinance to be accepted by 
the said Collegeville Gas Company in writing 
within sixty days after the final passage of the 
same and the acceptance to be delivered to the 
Clerk of Town Council.
The printing of this ordinance and all ex­
pense incurred thereby to be paid by the said 
Collegeville Gas Company, of Collegeville, Pa., 
otherwise this ordinance to be null and of no 
effect.
Enacted into an ordinance this 30th day of 
November, A. D., 1907.
,MILTON B. SCHRACK, President. 
FRANK W. SHALKOP, Clerk.
Approved this fifth day of December, A. D. 
1907. J . WARREN ROYER,
Chief Burgess.
Accepted this 6th day of December, 1907.
COLLEGEVILLE GAS OO.
GEO. F. CLAMER, President. 
W. P. FENTON, Secretary.
Boll Weevil Problems.
All students of the problem of boll 
weevil control have agreed that In the 
prevention of successful hibernation 
lies the. most effectual means of reduc­
ing the numbers of the weevil and pre­
venting injury the next season. Two 
methods are advocated.—first the de­
struction of the stalks in the fall as 
early as possible, and, second, rotation 
of the cotton crop, planting on land 
not in cotton the previous year and as 
far from such land as is possible.—E. 
Dwight Sanderson.
Dodder Not Poisonous to 8tock. 
Dodder is not poisonous to stock. 
Hay carrying dense bunches of it is 
usually pushed aside by stock, says an 
authority on this subject.
F or  resit.Nearly new brick house, 8 rooms, on Fifth avenue, east, Collegeville, Pa. Ap­
ply to E. A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
409 Cherry Street,
10-8. Norristown, Pa.
Copyright 1907, by Roberts-Wicks Co., Utica, N. Y.
Saving of $3 to $5 on 
Every Coat.
The man who is looking for high-grade clothes at a 
minimum cost and the man who is looking for the maxi­
mum value for his money will come here—he really can­
not help himself if he would achieve his purpose, because
No Other Store in Pottstown Can or 
Will Offer Such Bargains.
y, Included in to-day’s remarkable offerings are the 
cream of New York’s most exclusive wholesale tailors, as 
well as selections from our own superb stock of up-to- 
date models. An assemblage of high-class clothes, built 
for not only the man who cares, but for the man who 
knows. Ten minutes of your time will bear out our 
every statement—will convince you that we have the 
supremacy.
IIO Overcoat now only 97.50.
915 Overcoat now o n ly  912.50.
930 Overcoat now only 918.00.
935 Overcoat now only 920.00.
930 Overcoat now only 935.00.
915 Kain Coat now only 913.50.
Handsome High Grade Worsted Suit, at $15
A magnificent line of fancy worsted blue and brown 
serges; also black diagonal and undressed worsted suits. 
All perfect fitting, band tailored garments, as high as 
twenty dollars. All sizes, to fit stout, slim and regular 
built men at $15. Other suits and overcoats, $7.50 to$35.
W b it z ®nko8n s \  Clothiers,
Pottstown, Pa.
lEKKIONEN VALI-EY
Mutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.
Office of the Company i
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
A . D . FETTEROLF, S e c r e t a k y  
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs­
day of each week ; also every evening.
H ig h -G ra d e
F E R T I L I Z E R S
MR FARMER :
No use trying to make farm­
ing pay without first improving 
the soil.
No use trying to improve the 
soil with any but A n im a l  
Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil 
will make the farmer poor; 
rich soil will make the farmer 
rich.,
NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops 
and more money, by using
Trinley High - Grade 
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
Old established and reliable ; on 
the market for more than thirty 
years.
More actual plant food for 
the money than in any other. 
Give it a trial and be convinced.
If your dealer does not handle 
it, write us giving his name and 




S T Y L IS H  SH O ES
That F it the Feet !
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING 
GOOD WEAR, our shoes are made 
by the leading shoe manufacturers 
of the country, and if they do not 
wear satisfactory a new pair goes 
for nothing. It is our aim to please 
in styles, quality and price. See 
how we have succeeded by inspect­
ing our stock and informing your­
self of our prices.
D o n ’t  fail t o  lo o k  
a t  our
Ladies’ $2.00 Shoes in vici kid,
Box Calf and Colt Skin. Ladies’
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, 85 cts. 
and upwards.
Children’s Heavy School Shoes,
85c., $1.00 and $1.25.
Men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in 
Satin Calf and Box Calf.
Boys’ $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in 
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
Little Boys’ $1.00 Shoes in Satin 
Calf and Box Calf.
A full line of Warm Lined Shoes 
and Rubbers of all kinds.
Sole Agents for Ralston Health Shoes.
WEITZENKORN’S, ,4'eSVCTST8oTwNET'
tgP“  LEADERS IN FOOTWEAR.
-----  U S E  C U L B E R T ’S ----
DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tootfi. Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
93b CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
C O LLE G E V ILLE
Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work In Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
Main St. Collegeville.
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis­
ing medium in the middle section o f Montgomery! 
county. If you have anything to  sell—no matter j 
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper*
